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For everything now,
and everything that’s next.

The pandemic has shown us the true power, precision, and innovation of Stanford
Medicine in researching and fighting COVID-19. It has also proved that Stanford
Medicine—made up of Stanford Children’s Health, Stanford School of Medicine, and
Stanford Health Care— is at its strongest when backed by a community committed to
keeping everyone safe.
Thank you, Bay Area, for fighting alongside Stanford Medicine. For meeting this
challenge, and all those to come, together.
Today. Tomorrow. Always.

Children’s Health

We are here for you.

School of Medicine
Health Care
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2,207±6)*
8,449 ±6)*
2 ATTACHED GARAGE
** Duveneck Elementary (K-5)

Greene Middle (6-8)
Palo Alto High (9-12)

OFFERED AT $3,698,000
&DOO-HDQ/XF)RU$Q$SSRLQWPHQWWR9LHZWKH+RPH

JEAN-LUC LAMINETTE

REALTOR

650.833.9336 | jllaminette@compass.com |

®

DRE #01847917

Compass is a licensed real estate broker (01991628) in the State of California and abides by Equal Housing
2SSRUWXQLW\ODZVDQGGDWDQRWYHULƓHGE\&RPSDVVRU5HDOWRU,QIRUPDWLRQGHHPHGUHOLDEOHEXWQRWJXDUDQWHHG

578 University Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94301
127(6

* 64)7SHU&LW\RI3DOR$OWR(cityofpaloalto.org)
** 3DOR$OWR8QLƓHG6FKRRO'LVWULFW%X\HUWRYHULI\
HQUROOPHQWDQGDYDLODELOLW\&RPSDVVQRUWKH
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Extraordinary New Construction
Sat & Sun 1:00-4:00

1150 Hobart Street
Menlo Park
4,919 SF | 6 Bed | 5 Bath + 2 Powder

$9,298,000

www.1150Hobart.com

Ù2VOdlObøKdbKOlsMOpWUbTOBstoOpzVWsOdB^ddoWbUÛøTdds
ceilings, and sophisticated technology managing every detail:
– Tesla Solar Roof
– 1Gbps Atherton Fiber service
– 3-zone Heat Pump System with Nest Learning Thermostats
– IPORT + iPad whole home app-based control system
– 2 EV charging stations
– 2 Navien tankless water heaters in tandem
• Spectacular great room opening to expansive rear terrace
• Kitchen with 17-foot-long island sleek, Italian cabinetry, and
breakfast nook
• Massive recreation room with workout area, 750 bottle wine
cellar, and wet bar

MARYBETH DORST
650.245.8890
Marybeth.Dorst@compass.com

DRE #01275186

DRE# 01345542

RobertParish@compass.com

MarybethDorst.com

ROBERT PARISH
650.400.1011

Compass is a licensed real estate broker and abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws. All material presented herein is intended for informational purposes only. Information is compiled from sources deemed reliable but is subject to errors, omissions,
changes in price, condition, sale, or withdraw without notice. No statement is made as to accuracy of any description. All measurements and square footages are approximate. Exact dimensions can be obtained by retaining the services of an architect
or engineer. This is not intended to solicit property already listed.
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Upfront

Local news, information and analysis

Graduates toss their caps on the Viking Stadium field at the end of their graduation ceremony at Palo Alto High School on June 2. Photo by Magali Gauthier.

‘The beginning of reconnection’
as Paly seniors graduate in person
Event marks largest gathering on campus since the pandemic hit

T

here was little out of the
ordinary on Wednesday
evening in the sea of green
caps and gowns at Palo Alto High
School. Beyond the students
donned in masks, the 6-feet-apart
seats and a venue change to the
Viking Stadium, speakers delivered their planned speeches and

By Lloyd Lee
graduates walked across the grass
to “Pomp and Circumstance” just
as they had rehearsed.
But for the graduates, it was still
a surreal occasion.
“I don’t think anyone thought
this is what our final year would
look like,” said Avantika Singh,
Paly’s Associated Student Body

president and a graduating senior.
“While it started quite boring for
most of us with shelter-in-place
and online classes, I’m glad it’s
ending like this.”
About 2,000 people assembled
on Paly’s football field to commemorate the achievements of the
graduating class’s 523 students.

Even with the high school’s reopening in March, the ceremony
was the largest gathering at Paly
since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic.
And for many students and administrators in attendance, it was
the first and last time they would
be next to so many of their peers
all at once.
The football field where graduates accepted their ceremonial
diplomas was filled from end to
end with physically distanced
seats — students taking up one
half of the field and families and
friends taking up the other half.
Some cheered all the way from

the opposite end zone.
“To be here in person with a live
graduation — it’s spectacular,”
said Amy Friedman, a Paly parent
who volunteered for the graduation ceremony and watched from
the sidelines as her son, Aaron
Kim, walked across the stage.
Though the pandemic brought
on more than a year of setbacks,
disappointments and incalculable
losses, the speeches from student
and school leaders mostly highlighted how they were together
in person, savoring how the day
felt like a novel experience and
(continued on page 35)

EDUCATION

Gunn graduates look back at a year
of resilience and crucial life lessons
COVID-19, distance learning and racial equity defined the Class of 2021

I

By Sue Dremann
able kids,” she told the students’
families.
The last year has molded one
of the strongest and best-prepared
classes to have ever graduated
from Gunn, she said. They became “unintentionally equipped
with crucial life skills” due to the
COVID-19 pandemic and they
confronted racial violence against
Black and Asian American people
to become “future game changers,” she said.
“The commitment to equity is a
hallmark of the graduating class,”
she said.
Stratton noted the Class of
2021’s acts for social good, such as

the football team’s participation in
Black Lives Matter marches and
support for the Asian community
as they were subjected to acts of
hatred. She also pointed to student
newspaper The Oracle’s award for
its social equity reporting.
“You have been gifted with navigating changes,” she said.
Student speaker Summer Steadman said that it has been more
than a year since she sat at a desk
on campus. During her freshman year, Steadman said she felt
trapped by the chairs and desks
she sat in. She feared being alone
(continued on page 35)

Adam Pardee

t was a graduation ceremony
unlike any other. Wearing
masks along with their caps
and gowns as they walked onto
the Gunn High School football
field on Wednesday evening, the
485 graduates of the Class of 2021
reflected on the challenges and
triumphs of the last year under
a pandemic that forced them to
learn from home.
Planning the graduation amid
a raging pandemic “was no easy
feat” for staff, said Principal Wendy Stratton, while praising the
graduates who made it through
the year.
“You have resilient and remark-

Gunn High School graduates celebrate at the end of their
commencement ceremony on the football field on June 2.
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To be here in person with a live
graduation — it’s spectacular.
—Amy Friedman, a Palo Alto High parent,
about the Class of 2021’s commencement ceremony.
See story on page 5.

Around Town
HOMETOWN HEROES ... The
Midpeninsula Media Center
recently recognized six locals
who are making a difference in
the community at its annual Local
Hero Awards ceremony, which
was held virtually on May 29.
The event, which took a hiatus
last year due to the COVID-19
pandemic, not only featured a
presentation of the awards, but
also short documentaries about
each recipient, highlighting their
stories. This year’s honorees were
Holly Chenette, an Eastside Prep
teacher who volunteers her time
caring for stray cats in East Palo
Alto; Sarahi Espinoza, a formerly
undcoumented immigrant who
created a nonprofit and an app
to help undocumented students
get college scholarships; Ruth
Patrick, creator of WomenSV,
an organization to help domestic
abuse survivors; Jessica
Radmilovic, a paraplegic athlete
who is a recreational therapist at
the Veterans Affairs Palo Alto
Health Care System; Evelyne
Keomian, founder of the Karat
School Project, which tackles
poverty both in the Bay Area and
in Africa through iniatives such as
distributing school supplies for
low-income children; and Chris
Richardson, chief program officer
for the Downtown Streets Team,
which employs unhoused people
to help keep local streets clean.
Each honoree was nominated
by community members. “This
year’s awards — although they
began well before we even had a
glimmer of an impending pandemic
— nevertheless have a similar
theme that couldn’t be more
appropriate or more welcome than
right now,” production services
manager Louise Pencavel said in
her opening remarks for the virtual
ceremony. “In every one of them,
there’s a message of rebirth, hope
and new beginnings.” For more
information, visit midpenmedia.org.
POINT OF TRANSITION ... After
more than 12 years of leading
the Children’s Health Council,
Rosalie Whitlock plans to step
down as CEO on June 30, 2022.
Whitlock, who served in the
organization’s top role since 2009,
will retire after 30 years of working
with children and families. “We
have a clear vision for the future,
exceptionally competent staff and
executive leadership, dedicated

volunteers, generous donors, and
rich collaborative partnerships with
many in our community,” Whitlock
said in a May 26 statement.
“Our goal now is to maintain this
momentum and move forward
into the future with our leadership,
capacity, and operational strength.”
Whitlock was lauded as a “highly
collaborative and transformative
leader,” board of directors chair
Rebecca Robertson said. “Under
her leadership, the agency has
nearly tripled in size with innovative
services and programs responsive
to the diverse needs in our
community.”

JOINING FORCES ... In an effort
to tackle community issues that
were created by the COVID-19
pandemic, Stanford University’s
Office of Community Engagement
has set aside $228,000 for eight
projects led by faculty members
with organizations in San Mateo
and Santa Clara counties. The
office collaborated with the
university’s Bill Lane Center for
the American West. Altogether,
the projects tackle the pandemic’s
impact on health, education,
social services and the arts. They
were selected out of a pool of 45
proposals throughout Stanford.
“Given the impact the pandemic
has had on our region, it was
important that we accelerate
the community benefit of our
grants by focusing on projects
that can move quickly to help
those in need,” Megan Swezey
Fogarty, associate vice president
for community engagement,
said in a May 19 Stanford News
Service article. One of the eight
projects is the Local Impacts
Labs University Collaborative
led by political science professor
Jeremy Weinstein. He’s
partnering with the Silicon Valley
Community Foundation and
Joint Venture Silicon Valley to
bring faculty-led teams and higher
education institutions together for
“research-impact partnerships
that investigate regional systemic
inequities.” Education professor
Adam Banks is collaborating with
the EPACenter to provide more
learning opportunities for East
Palo Alto youth, with help from the
university’s Institute for Diversity
in the Arts. The project involves
working with the organization’s
workforce development programs,
apprenticeships and internships. Q

Upfront
CLASS OF 2021

Overcoming the odds
Four local seniors talk about the challenges they’ve faced head on
By Lloyd Lee

F

inishing high school always calls for a
celebration — but this year, graduating feels particularly momentous.
What in March 2020 first seemed like an
early summer vacation quickly mutated into a
senior year of laptop screens and social isolation. Some students’ home lives threatened to

become upended due to the pandemic.
“Senior year, things changed,” said Maximilian Chavez, a graduating senior at East
Palo Alto Academy.
Challenges are an expected part of the high
school experience. And each of the four class
of 2021 seniors interviewed for the Weekly’s

annual graduation edition recounted their
own battles in a year like no other. Some were
directly brought on by the pandemic. Others
involved setbacks, like a basketball injury or
the need to make a place for oneself in a new
city and school.
Here’s how the students overcame them all.

Daniela Beltran B

Magali Gauthier

Annika Shah, a Palo Alto High School graduate, will be playing basketball for Cal
Poly San Luis Obispo.

Maximilian Chavez, a graduate of East Palo Alto Academy, will be attending
University of California, Berkeley.

Annika Shah,
Palo Alto High School

Maximilian Chavez,
East Palo Alto Academy

Overcoming injury to see her dream of college sports realized

Overcoming doubt and financial trouble to take charge of his life

P

eople are quick to dismiss Annika
Shah on the basketball court. She
constantly goes up against what’s
known to ball players as the “eye test,”
in which someone’s abilities must exceed
expectations based on appearances.
“Being a 5-foot-3, skinny little Indian
girl, I always had to prove more,” she said.
But Shah got good at passing that test,
tirelessly refining her skills.
She picked up a basketball in kindergarten, shooting around at the YMCA with
her dad and brother while her mom was on
the elliptical. By third grade, she started to
outshine the girls on her team, later joining her brother and the other boys at the
Team Esface Basketball Academy based in
Redwood City. Finally, she earned a spot
on Palo Alto High School’s Vikings as the
team’s guard in her freshman year.
By the end of 10th grade, the “skinny
Indian girl” was averaging 25.2 points per
game, turning recruiters’ heads and getting calls from schools all over the country. The Mercury News dubbed her the
“most prolific shooter” in the CIF Central
Coast Division.
“I was a threat on the floor,” she said.
Then a game with her Amateur Athletic Union basketball team changed
everything.
It was a weekend before school started
in August 2019. Her teammate passed the
ball a little far to the side, so Shah took a

wider step than usual to catch it. Meanwhile, a defender ran into her and caught
her other foot, causing Shah to land awkwardly on her stepping foot. That’s when
she heard a rip.
“I felt it right away,” she said. “I didn’t really understand it, but I fell to the ground.”
Shah had torn her ACL — one of the
most common injuries for athletes, especially basketball players — which forced
her to sit on the sidelines her entire junior
year.
An injury like that often requires surgery, which Shah didn’t receive until that
September, and months of physical therapy
that continues to this day. But beyond the
physical trauma was an emotional one:
The possibility that Shah’s basketball career might have just ended with one wrong
step brought an incalculable inner struggle
— one that played out during every call
she had to make back to recruiters to notify them of her injury.
“Of course, they give you the talk:
‘You’re gonna get through this, and we still
believe in you,’” Shah said. “But then you
never hear from them ever again, which
is expected. If I was a coach I probably
would have done the same thing.”
What’s more, Shah couldn’t play the
sport while she healed.
“Just going day by day and not being
(continued on page 10)

M

aximilian Chavez recalls arriving at East Palo Alto Academy,
just another nervous freshman
in a whole new environment.
“It’s a new place, all scary, and I’m going, ‘Where am I?’” he said.
But over the next four years, Chavez
took challenges head on to not only become a gifted coder but to help his family
survive the pandemic.
It started with his advisor Andy Robinson’s recommendation to check out StreetCode Academy, a nonprofit that aims to
offer a pathway into tech for low-income
community members through after-school
coding classes.
The after-school program helped scratch
Chavez’s itch for a challenge. As soon as
he entered high school, Chavez loaded
up on hard courses, taking AP computer
science and as many math courses as he
could take within a year. After school, he
headed straight to StreetCode when it was
based at East Palo Alto Academy and later
moved to Facebook.
He was hooked.
“When I was there, I would take every
class I could,” Chavez said. “I started
from the bottom and then worked my way
up until there was no more.”
By his sophomore year, Chavez excelled
in coding to the point where StreetCode
offered him a paying job as a lead teacher.
But he turned the offer down. For him, the

confidence just wasn’t there yet.
Instead, Chavez went to his counselor
Glenda Ortez-Galan to ask if he could
start taking college courses in computer
science. At first, Ortez-Galan suggested
he take an easier course — perhaps psychology — thinking Chavez was just
looking for some more credits or a GPA
booster. But Chavez was set on what he
wanted.
“I was like, ‘No.’ I don’t care about the
credit, I don’t care about the grades,” he
said. “I just want to pursue what I want to
do. I wanted to explore me.”
The sophomore ended up taking intro
to Java, web design and, for fun, astronomy, splitting his commute between East
Palo Alto Academy, College of San Mateo
and Cañada College. He also decided to
test the waters at StreetCode as a volunteer. Come junior year, a more confident
Chavez taught his first cohort of about 20
students and loved it.
“I would come up with so many different
ways to teach (coding) because you have to
come up with analogies to come at people
with different perspectives,” he said. “And
sometimes there’s language barriers, so I
have to speak Spanish. It was so fun.”
Pretty soon, other passion projects
called Chavez’s name. For example, an exAmazon employee employed Chavez to
(continued on page 10)
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Upfront

Malichi McKnight,
Gunn High School
Chasing opportunity, from
Coachella Valley to Silicon Valley

I

n the slow-paced and dusty
city of Desert Hot Springs,
Malichi McKnight felt his
education was rarely a priority.
“I kind of just thought school
was all fun and games and that it
wouldn’t really matter at the end,”
he said.
His aunt and uncle, with whom
McKnight lived since sixth
grade, felt the same way about the
education he was receiving and
thought their nephew was getting shortchanged. They moved
out of the Coachella Valley and
into the Long Beach area, where
McKnight briefly attended Los
Alamitos High School. But there,
he said, classes consisted of movies almost every day, cheating was
rampant and distractions were always in the way.
So his guardians, determined
to help pave a successful path for
McKnight, decided it was time to
make another move — this time
up north to Silicon Valley.
“They told my mom that they
need to take me here because it
would definitely lead to bigger
and greater opportunities that I
would not get in the Coachella
Valley,” McKnight said.
Ditching the barren landscape
of Desert Hot Springs and the
dead ends of Long Beach, the
three came to Palo Alto where
McKnight was instantly fascinated. Here he was at the center

of innovation: The world’s most
renowned companies were near
his backyard; the schools were
some of the highest ranked in the
nation; and for once the hills were
lush green and the trees that lined
the streets actually looked alive.
Opportunity never felt more
close by.
But when McKnight enrolled at
Gunn High School for his second
semester of his freshman year, he
quickly felt out of place. The difference in academic rigor from
his previous schools was stark.
His new peers seemed to be miles
ahead of him; in math, McKnight
felt he was behind by so many levels. And for as much as he could
dismiss his old home in southern
California, McKnight still felt
homesick.
“It was a combination of missing family, being 500 miles away
from home, comparing myself to
other students and kind of feeling
inadequate that probably made
me have a mental breakdown,”
he said. “I actually started crying
in the middle of class because I
didn’t know if I belonged here.”
However, what eventually
helped McKnight was the same
environment that first gave him
the feelings of inadequacy. At
Gunn, he saw a place where students were encouraged to learn
and seek out help when they needed it. McKnight started to go to
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(continued on page 10)

Daniela Beltran B

Daniela Beltran B

Malachi McKnight, who moved to Silicon Valley for high school and
tech opportunities, is attending Foothill College.

his engineering teacher Kristina
Granlund-Moyer everyday after
school to get help on math problems he was stuck on. But more
than just getting homework help,
McKnight felt that the teachers
like Granlund-Moyer were key to
making him feel much more accepted at the school.
“Ms. Granlund was amazing
because she actually made me feel
more than just a student,” he said.
“She made me feel like a friend
because she was actually there
trying to help me out.”
This was also where McKnight
began to explore his interest in engineering more. Having a teacher
like Granlund-Moyer, a school
that offers several levels of engineering classes, and an uncle who
encouraged him early on to explore the field pushed McKnight
to join the Gunn Robotics Team
his junior year. There, he delved
into all kinds of subgroups within
the team: machining, pneumatics,
design and welding.
And with his team, McKnight
had an opportunity to visit Argo
AI, a company that specializes in
self-driving technology and has a
facility on Page Mill Road. It was
yet another moment that reminded McKnight why he was brought
to Palo Alto.
“It was an amazing experience
to walk through the facility and
look through their workspace,
their creativity, and the kinds of
things they’re working on and realizing how similar it was to being
on the robotics team at Gunn,” he
said. “It was another advantage
because I’ve never seen that before where a high school kind of
educational level is so related to a
real life career.”
The highs of his school experience took a bit of a hit when COVID-19 forced distant learning for
most of his senior year. McKnight
describes himself as a social person and as a student who needs
to be in person, at the front of the
class. But he pushed through it, he
said. And once again, his uncle
came through for him by providing a sort of at-home experience
of McKnight’s robotics team
when the family recently moved
to Redwood City.
Due to “senior privilege,” McKnight and his family no longer
needed to live in Palo Alto, and
they decided to move to a condo
in Redwood City. It was “old
fashioned,” McKnight said. But
the new home gave him and his
uncle a fun bonding project, in
which the two gutted and remodeled the entire home. McKnight
helped install new flooring, lights
and ceiling fans, which utilized
some of the same skills and tools
he needed in his robotics club.
It was an eight-month process,
which helped occupy McKnight’s
time sheltering in place.
“It was perfect timing,” he said.
The new home also offered
McKnight his own bedroom for
the first time in about five years —
a critical resource students needed
while they learned from home. His
uncle’s altruism often extended to

Stacy Abonce, a first generation college student and Castilleja
School graduate, will be attending Northern University.

Stacy Abonce,
Castilleja School
Navigating her way through school
as a first-generation college student —
and finding community along the way

I

t can be hard for an only child
like Stacy Abonce to navigate
all the obstacles of growing
up and trying to get into college.
But to do that also as a first-generation student is to truly step
into the unknown.
“It definitely was and still is a
bit tricky to manage just because
I don’t really know what I’m getting myself into,” Abonce said.
“I can’t exactly talk to my family and ask them questions about
what the next steps look like.”
Abonce’s parents were born in
Mexico and immigrated to the
United States about a year before
their only daughter was born in
Minnesota. The family moved to
California a couple of months after Abonce’s birth.
At home, her parents may not
have been able to provide tailored
guidance on how to go through
school, but the emotional support
and encouragement was always
there. Both of them knew how
crucial it was for Abonce to obtain a higher education.
“My dad always says, ‘Échale
ganas,’ which is like, ‘Keep working hard,’” she said. “That’s always something that I’ll have in
my head.”
With that in mind, Abonce
took advantage of local education resources as early as fifth
grade, when she joined Peninsula

Bridge, a Palo Alto-based nonprofit that provides outside academic support to students, from
youth through college. Joining the
nonprofit that early gave Abonce
the benefit of maintaining the
same network throughout her
entire academic career. But the
program also foreshadowed her
high school experience, since her
first summer with the nonprofit
was hosted at Castilleja School,
which she eventually attended and
where, in her sophomore year, she
became a student leader.
Coming to the all-girls school
was both nerve wracking and a
bit of a culture shock for Abonce.
The freshman at the time came
straight from Beechwood School,
which Abonce said was predominantly Black and Latino. She was
also the only one in her class from
Beechwood to move to Castilleja.
“I was so used to being surrounded by people who look like
me and have similar experiences
to me,” she said.
With a strong desire to seek
out a supportive community,
Abonce joined a newly created
student club called Latinx Affinity Group. It’s essentially a space
for Latinx-identifying students
to foster community, whether by
talking about their upbringing
(continued on page 10)

Upfront

A memorable journey

Clockwise from top
left: Palo Alto High
graduates sit socially
distanced on the Viking
Stadium field during
graduation on June 2. A
Paly graduate blows a
kiss to a friend during the
commencement ceremony.
Graduates carry their
diplomas during Paly’s
commencement ceremony.
Kimberly Clark hugs
graduate Giulia Santos
after the ceremony.
Photos by Magali
Gauthier.

Clockwise from the left: The Gunn High School graduating Class of 2021
make its way onto the field at Gunn High School on June 2. Gunn High School
graduate Andrew Kim poses for a photo with Principal Wendy Stratton.
Graduates walk down the center aisle after receiving their diplomas. Gunn
High School graduate Giselle Cornelio-Larios bumps fists with fellow student
speaker Summer Steadman. Photos by Adam Pardee.

More graduation
coverage online
More photos from Palo Alto
and Gunn high schools’
commencement ceremonies,
plus the lists of graduates from
15 Midpeninsula high schools,
are posted on PaloAltoOnline.
com under the headline, “Caps off
to the class of 2021: A roundup
of stories, photos.” Photographs
from the seniors June 1 car
parade are posted in the story,
“On the eve of graduation, high
school seniors celebrate with a
car parade around Palo Alto.” Q
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Upfront

Abonce
(continued from page 8)

or identity or seeking academic
help. The year Abonce joined
there were only seven students.
By the time she became the student leader of the group her senior
year, there were about 20 girls and
included the Castilleja’s middle
school students.
“It was nice to have this smaller
community that I could relate to
on a more cultural level,” Abonce
said. “When I came to Castilleja
there weren’t that many Latino
students.”
Once Abonce got a hold of her
footing and place in school, she
decided to give back to her own
community by joining a summer
fellowship program with Dreamer’s Roadmap, a mobile app that
connects undocumented students

Shah
(continued from page 7)

able to play basketball — I was
struggling mentally,” she said.
“That’s when I figured out that I
really loved this game.”
In her time on the sidelines,
Shah had to choose: fight or
flight? Feeling convinced she
could continue to pass the eye test
for her recruiters, Shah chose to
“attack.”
“I knew this was just one obstacle, and I know there’s gonna
be some in the future, whether
it’s an injury or some sort of relationship,” she said. “You just
gotta attack it — and that was my
mindset.”
In addition to staying on top of
her physical therapy, Shah took

Chavez
(continued from page 7)

create a networking hub reserved
for Amazon alumni — similar to
Xoogler, which is a hub for current and ex-Google employees
looking to network and perhaps
launch their own startup.
Chavez was loving almost every
minute of his high school experience, grasping and excelling at every opportunity he gave himself.
Then the pandemic hit.
Chavez lives in a household of
seven, including his three brothers, his mom, dad and grandma.
The main source of income comes
from his dad, who owns Mazzocco’s Club, a Redwood City bar
and restaurant — an industry that
was hit particularly hard during
the shelter-in-place order.
At first, the family tried to reframe the lockdown as a temporary vacation. But the situation
at Chavez’s home quickly turned
dire.
“A month into it, we were like,
‘Oh gosh, we’re running out of
money,’” Chavez said. “It got to
the point where we didn’t even
know if we were going to eat.”
Desperate to help his
fam ily,
Chavez
quietly

with scholarships and other
academic resources for college.
Abonce heard about the program
when the app’s founder, Sarahi
Salamanca, came to Castilleja to
talk about her experience as both
an undocumented person and a
Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals (DACA) student.
“I remember getting really
emotional when she was talking
about her experience having to
be away from her family and all
the sacrifices she made,” Abonce
said. “That was really personal to
me.”
But Abonce’s cultural identity
and her college track didn’t solely
define her school experience.
Outside of the numerous
groups she was already involved
in, some of the most meaningful moments of her youth were
shaped by her years in water polo
and a cappella.

Abonce joined the school’s Glee
a cappella group her freshman
year, after coming from choir in
middle school. It was another way
Abonce sought a community in a
place filled with new faces and,
of course, to sing her heart out. In
her group, she typically sang soprano, and their go-to song over
the years was Neil Diamond’s
“Sweet Caroline.”
“That’s kind of become a song
that we’re known for, but I think
we sung it one too many times,”
she laughed.
Abonce was also a water polo
player since sixth grade. She started off with Brenda Villa, a water
polo coach at Menlo Swim &
Sport, and stayed with her for almost seven years. Though she enjoyed the sport, Abonce’s time in
water polo was abruptly cut short
her junior year when she bumped
heads with someone during

warm-ups and got a concussion.
“It was definitely a bit sad but
I’m grateful to have been a part of
an awesome team,” she said.
Other roadblocks lay ahead
her junior as well as senior years
when COVID-19 moved all of
Abonce’s academic and school
activities online. The sense of
community that Abonce carefully
curated over the few years was at
risk of becoming destabilized due
to social distancing. In addition,
at home, Abonce said there was a
general feeling of chaos, exhaustion and stress.
It certainly didn’t help when
her mom caught the virus around
the fall of last year.
“I just remember submitting
my UC application and then my
mom got the news she was sick,”
Abonce said.
But Abonce preserved. Zoom
allowed some of her groups, such

as her Latinx Affinity Group, to
continue meeting, and, fortunately, her mom didn’t experience any
severe symptoms beyond the loss
of taste.
In the fall, after graduating
from Castilleja on June 5, Abonce
will be attending Northeastern
University with a plan to major in
business administration and psychology. But her major could easily change, given her wide range
of interests.
The only “tricky” part now is
letting her parents get used to the
idea that their only daughter will
be going off to the east coast for
college.
“This is a moment my family
and I have been waiting for a really long time,” Abonce said. “I
think my parents were definitely
excited and a little bit in shock.
It’s probably going to really hit us
at graduation.”

advantage of the sidelines to learn
from the coach’s point of view and
watch more film — recordings of
a basketball game or player —
than she ever did before, including
footage of some of her basketball
role models, like Sabrina Ionescu,
a WNBA guard for the New York
Liberty.
She also used social media to
maintain the reputation she built
up to her sophomore year. She
posted highlight reels of her previous games and also videos of
workouts to show the progress she
was making in her recovery.
Though the coronavirus halted
all school sports and forced distant learning, Shah adapted well
at home, since it allowed her to
practice and get shots in, using
her backyard hoop in between
classes, before school, during

lunch breaks and at night.
And with no tournaments for
other players to build their highlights and for recruiters to attend,
everyone was placed on the same
boat, Shah said, leveling the playing field.
In spring 2020, Shah got a call
from the point guard coach of Cal
Poly Mustangs of California Polytechnic State University in San
Luis Obispo, a N.C.A.A. Division
I team. After an amicable hourlong talk with the coach, Shah and
her parents were asked to hop on
Zoom. They didn’t know what to
expect.
“We were expecting nothing,”
Shah said. “No one knew how this
Zoom recruitment was going.”
Another hour and a half later,
head coach Faith Mimnaugh finally dropped the news, but only

after Shah directly asked her if
she was one of the top recruits
the school was looking at. The
head coach responded, “Yeah,
we want to offer you a full ride
scholarship.”
“Our hearts — it just dropped,”
Shah said. “In that moment, we
thought, ‘Finally someone believed in me and is willing to
commit to me.’”
Shah quickly committed to Cal
Poly SLO three weeks later. Basketball will always play a role in
her future whether it’s directly on
the court or off the side, she said.
She’s considering going through
the business route and exploring
sports marketing if she no longer
plays.
In the meantime, Shah is back
on the court, finishing off what
will most be the quickest and

most jam-packed basketball season of her entire career at Paly.
Typically a normal season starts
in November and can go through
mid-March, depending on how far
a team goes in the playoffs. That
amounts to about two games a
week.
This year, the Vikings are playing the same number of games
for a season that only started in
mid-April, with four games a
week.
Shah isn’t quite boasting the
same stat sheet she had when she
was a sophomore, but she knows
numbers aren’t all that matters.
“I will always have that barrier
of being a 5-foot-3 point guard
who’s not that athletic,” she said.
“But I feel like I’ve proved myself
to show that I have the ability to
play at the next level.”

created a GoFundMe campaign
unbeknownst to his father, whom
Chavez describes as a “very
prideful man” who wouldn’t ask
others for handouts.
By May 2020, Chavez raised
about $4,000. Once he had the
cash, he then had to consider what
to do with it.
“I was thinking to myself,
‘Okay, we have this money, but
I see this pandemic going longrun,’” he said.
So instead of spending it on immediate relief, Chavez confessed
to his dad about the fundraiser
and advised him to spend the
money on an outdoor patio for
the restaurant.
“I explained to him: This is a
plan. This could help us generate
something. And not only that, but
we can give jobs to our workers,”
Chavez said, also knowing that it
was a “very risky decision.”
His father — thankful for the
money raised and proud that his
son was open to taking risks —
agreed and went to Home Depot
to purchase all the materials necessary to create an outdoor patio,
complete with lights, fences and
umbrellas. According to Chavez,
they became the first restaurant
to execute an al fresco dining set
up in Redwood City.

On day one of Mazzocco’s outdoor dining debut, the restaurant
saw just one customer. But by
week two, the restaurant had a
full house.
Chavez continued helping with
the business, which has been
in the family for more than 30
years, to reduce costs. He waited
on tables, washed the dishes, continued to upgrade the patio with
more fixtures such as heaters,
and even dealt with the cops who
claimed they were not allowed to
run an outdoor patio.
“They were 100% picking on
us — to the point where my dad
came up to them and said, ‘Hey,
I don’t see you going over there
downtown, where all the white
people are, picking on them,’”
Chavez said. “It got very heated,
but we stood our ground. We’re
still here.”
And more recently, once indoor
dining was allowed, Chavez got
the chance to pursue his side passion as a musician by becoming
the restaurant’s weekend DJ.
“In the beginning — oh, they
hated me,” Chavez laughed.
“They were like, ‘Hey, turn that
s—t off! We don’t like that!’”
But just like with coding,
Chavez was a quick learner.
“What I would do is play the

classics — the ones where everyone dances — and then slowly
infuse the new music because
they’re already on the floor
and they feel the beat,” he said.
“From throwing limits at me,
now they’re telling me to put that
music on.”
With business thriving,
Chavez’s family no longer worries if they’ll be able to eat. But
still, there were some losses.
“We saved ourselves but at the
same time we lost our home,” he
said. Although the outdoor patio
helped sustain the business, it
wasn’t enough for the family to
keep their home in Newark. So
the family moved to Modesto.
“But the most important thing
is that we’re united. Our family’s
together and we’re happy. We’re
very happy,” he said.
This summer, Chavez plans to
work remotely for StreetCode.
He’ll attend University of California, Berkeley, in the fall to major in computer science. Chavez
anticipates he’ll eventually work
in tech, but, more broadly, said he
wants to start his own business.
“It’s been a long four years in
the making,” he said. “I’m ready
to move on to the next phase. I’m
ready to pursue what I want to
do.”

McKnight
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(continued from page 8)

his family friends as well, offering
them a place to stay at their home
so they too can see the benefits of
living in Silicon Valley.
McKnight will be attending
Foothill College, where he wants
to explore either a mechanical or
civil engineering major. Having
toured the campus and visited
the college’s innovation building,
he’s eager to start classes. Later
on, McKnight hopes to transfer schools, eyeing University of
California, Davis or Berkeley or
Stanford University.
In addition, he’s thinking about
the tech companies he should
pursue an internship with — a
thought that likely would not
have occurred to him back home
in Coachella Valley.
“None of these opportunities
that I’m talking about — such as
an internship, trying to pursue a
career at Google or Yahoo or any
of these tech companies out here
— would be possible if I stayed in
the desert,” he said. Q
Looking for more
Palo Alto news?
Find more articles on page 29.

SOLD
756 University Avenue | Palo Alto
Offered at: $1,598,000

SOLD
240 Princeton Road | Menlo Park
Offered at: $5,798,000

SOLD
Hamilton Avenue | Palo Alto
Offered at: $5,298,000

SOLD
158 Seminary Drive | Menlo Park
Offered at: $4,989,000

SOLD
642 Turnbuckle Drive | RWC
Offered at: $1,625,000

Nick Granoski | 650-269-8556
Nick@GranoskiWeil.com
DRE 00994196

David Weil | 650-823-3855
David@GranoskiWeil.com
DRE 01400271

Compass is a real estate broker licensed by the State of California and abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws. License Number 01866771. All material presented herein is intended
TdoWbTdoaBsWdbB_ltoldpOpdb_|BbMWpKdalW_OMTodapdtoKOpMOOaOMoO_WBJ_OJtsVBpbdsJOObyOoWOMà VBbUOpWbloWKOÛKdbMWsWdbÛpB_OdozWsVMoBzB_aB|JOaBMOzWsVdtsbdsWKOà
No statement is made as to accuracy of any description. All measurements and square footage are approximate.
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OUR T EAM IS IN MOT ION FOR YOU
D E L E O N R E A LT Y, I N C .
Michael Repka | CEO & Managing Broker | DRE #01854880
650.900.7000 | Info@deleonrealty.com
www.deleonrealty.com | DRE #01903224

Business and Data Analyst
Opening for Business and Data Analyst in Palo Alto, CA at
Alphonso Inc. Make and test modifications to database
structure. Manage, query and build reports with database
to understand customer behavior using big data tools.
Write scripts/queries in SQL to measure performance
metric such as CTR and Completion Rate. Req. BS degree
Data Science or Material Science. 1yr exp as Business
Analyst or Data Scientist; exp in SQL, SAS and R. Send
resume to hr@alphonso.tv.

Senior Engineer
Target Enterprise, Inc. is seeking a full-time Senior Engineer
at our offices in Sunnyvale, CA. The Senior Engineer is
responsible for analyzing, designing, building, testing,
configuring, customizing UI components based on business
requirements. This position requires a Bachelor’s degree or
equivalent in Electronic Engineering, Computer Engineering,
Computer Science or a related field and 5 years related
(progressive, post-baccalaureate) experience. Must also have
12 months of experience (which may have been gained
concurrently) with each of the following: (1) full Software
Development Life Cycle (SDLC) that includes Analyzing,
Designing, Coding, Testing, implementation & Production
Support; (2) developing, configuring and deploying a
variety of Portals and UI Applications including HTML5,
CSS3 and JavaScript; (3) working with Mustache based
templating frameworks including Handlebars and Hogan
JS; (4) reviewing and working with ES6 features including
modules, generators, and restructuring; and (5) working on
user interface applications and professional web applications
using JSON, HTML4/5, CSS2/3, DOM, Bootstrap JavaScript,
JQUERY, AngularJS, JSON, AJAX and XML. Position includes
a telecommute benefit within commuting distance to
Sunnyvale-area Target office, as directed. Up to 20% of
domestic travel required. Please apply online at https://
corporate.target.com/careers/.

The Palo Alto Weekly offers advertising for Employment,
as well as Home and Business Services.
If you wish to learn more about these advertising options,
please call 650.223.6597 or email digitalads@paweekly.com.
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Your Realtor & You
June is National Homeownership Month
June is National Homeownership Month, a time
of year when housing advocates highlight the
importance of homeownership and its impact
upon the lives of American families, local
neighborhoods, and the national economy. The
Silicon Valley Association of REALTORS®
(SILVAR) and its nearly 5,000 members engaged
in the real estate business on the Peninsula
and in the South Bay are staunch advocates for
homeownership and homeowners in Silicon
Valley.
“Homeownership is an investment in the
community,” said SILVAR President Joanne
Fraser. “When more people own homes, everyone
benefits. For most American families, their home
is their largest investment. Homeownership
builds wealth and serves as the cornerstone of
health and security.”
Homeownership provides tax advantages and
the opportunity to build equity. Moreover,
homeownership provides social benefits for
families and communities. According to
the National Association of REALTORS®,
homeowners move far less frequently than
renters, making it easier to build community
networks and support systems. This results
in more stability for families, better school
performance by children living in owned
homes, a higher rate of high school graduation
and higher earning, better physical,
psychological and emotional health outcomes, a
higher membership in voluntary organizations,
and greater social interaction in their
communities.

Fraser noted during the height of the coronavirus
pandemic, having a home became even more
important to many families than ever before.
“The home became a place to live and work as
many companies allowed their employees to work
from home. This ultimately contributed to the
state’s current housing market boom.”
At a recent market data presentation for
local associations, California Association
of REALTORS® Vice President and Chief
Economist Jordan Levine said the state’s housing
market boom is a double-edged sword. Levine
indicated California is the second worst state for
overcrowded housing and fifth lowest homeowner
vacancy ratio in the nation.
In April, California’s median price hit over $8
million. Levine said while good for sellers, this
has impacted housing affordability. “Buyers are
falling farther and farther behind.”
Fraser is hopeful additional help may be on the
way. “The state senate's ‘Building Opportunities
for All’ housing package is expected to help
expedite building of more housing, create jobs
and stimulate economic development projects.
President Joe Biden’s First Down Payment
Homebuyer Tax Credit proposal could be
significant in aiding first-time homebuyers. With
home prices rising higher than ever, any down
payment assistance helps families looking to buy.”
***
Information provided in this column is presented
by the Silicon Valley Association of REALTORS®.
Send questions to Rose Meily at rmeily@silvar.org.

Another year of award-winning journalism.
Some of the reasons we’re the best-read news source on the Peninsula.

PALO ALTO WEEKLY
General Excellence by Palo Alto Weekly Staff
Feature Story “Nine days in the wildernes”
by Sue Dreman
Feature Proﬁle “Peninsula singing group offers ‘golden
guarantee’” by Karla Kane
Local Election Coverage “10 for Council”
by Gennady Sheyner
Youth & Education Coverage School reopenings
package by Elena Kadvany
Arts & Entertainment Coverage Palo Alto Weekly Arts
& Entertainment sections of Feb. 21 and 28, 2020
by Karla Kane
Investigative Reporting “Downtown Streets Team
executives accused of sexual harassment, creating
drinking culture” by Sue Dremann and Gennady Sheyner
Land Use Reporting “Can city’s housing stock grow by
36%?” by Gennady Sheyner
Feature Photo “Spreading Magic” by Magali Gauthier

Are you supporting
our efforts?

Feature Photo “After 40 years, a warrior for animals
rides off into the sunset” by Magali Gauthier
Enterprise Story or Series “Silicon Valley’s underground
food movement is driven by Instagram and COVID
economics” by Elena Kadvany
Coverage of Protest & Racial Justice “A matter of
justice: protests and police reform in Palo Alto”
by Palo Alto Weekly Staff
Photo coverage of Protests & Racial Justice
“A matter of justice” by Magali Gauthier
Special Section: “Info: The year that changed
everything” by Linda Taaffe and Kristin Brown
COVID - Health Reporting “The push to test for
COVID-19” by Sue Dremann, Gennady Sheyner and
Kevin Forestieri
COVID - Fallout “COVID-19’s impact on business”
by Palo Alto Weekly Staff
COVID - Fallout “Shutdown” by Palo Alto Weekly Staff
COVID - Proﬁles “When will I see you again?”
by Sue Dremann
Inside Page Layout & Design Palo Alto Weekly
Arts & Entertainment section of Feb. 21, 2020
by Douglas Young

PALO ALTO ONLINE
Public Service Journalism “Impact of COVID-19 on
restaurant industry” by Elena Kadvany
Enterprise Story of Series “Fires point to risky
conditions in Ravenswood Triangle” by Sue Dremann
Feature Story “How San Jose became America’s
Vietnamese food mecca” by Elena Kadvany
Breaking News “As coronavirus epidemic spreads,
Palo Altan recounts desperation to get out of Wuhan”
by Sue Dremann
COVID - Fallout “Silicon Valley’s underground food
movement is driven by Instagram and COVID economics”
by Elena Kadvany
Informational Graphic “Life in Quarantine: By the
numbers” by Linda Taaffe and Kevin Legnon

Awards presented by the California
News Publishers Association for
work published in 2020.

Become a member today to support another year of award-winning journalism.

Visit PaloAltoOnline.com/join
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Pulse
Caregivers Home Care

408-854-1883
Motherhealth Licensed
Hospice, Dementia
Caring, Compassionate

1bd/1ba Apt., 700 sqft
1685 Woodland Ave
West of 101
• One year lease at $2050 a month
• Designated sheltered private parking
• Easy access to Palo Alto and Hwy 101
• Refrigerator and stove included

For questions and/or showings
Sign up today at
PaloAltoOnline.com/express

(650) 868-3530
Coldwell Banker Realty
Joshua Middel, DRE#02127162

Milo Gwosden
June 15, 1937 – April 20, 2021
Milo Gwosden, born to Milo
Gwosden and Frances Dixon
Gwosden was raised in North
Braddock, PA. He served in the
Marine Corps from 1956-58, graduated from San Francisco State College
in 1961, and San Francisco Law School
and admitted to California State Bar
in 1973. From 1962 to 2003 he taught
Social Studies at Lowell High School
(San Francisco), Burlingame High
School, and Aragon High School
(San Mateo). He was voted “Teacher
of the Year” at least ten times during
his tenure in the San Mateo District. While serving on the negotiating council, as salary chairman, he ably managed to upgrade teachers’ salaries and improve their healthcare benefits, never losing sight
that it was the students that mattered. Milo loved keeping in touch
with his students and often attended their reunions.
Milo felt lucky to be paid for doing something he enjoyed spanning
five decades. In his long life he thrived on the wisdom, insight, and
sagacity of his beloved wife, Carlota Costa Gwosden. Milo enjoyed a
few very loyal and intimate friendships that enriched his life and understanding beyond what any reasonable man has a right to expect.
In addition, Milo and Carla knew they were very fortunate in their
neighbors and acquaintances throughout their 57-year marriage.
Milo died April 20, 2021 the way he had hoped for, peacefully,
quickly and without pain. He is survived by his wife, Carlota, his beloved daughter and grandson, Laura Gwosden and Zachary Jackson
Gwosden, of Los Altos, daughter Helen Gwosden Snyder (Ryan)
of San Jose, sister Nancy Curry, nephew Thomas Curry and niece
Patricia Russell-Curry (John) all of Merced. A Celebration of Life
will be held at Fremont Hills Country Club on June 19, 2021 at 3 p.m.
In lieu of flowers the best way we can think of to honor a man who
loved to learn, and to teach, was to set up a special scholarship fund
for the future students at Burlingame and Aragon High Schools. The
Milo Gwosden Memorial Scholarship Fund is an advised fund of
Silicon Valley Community Foundation, a 501(c)3 public charity, Tax
ID# 20-5205488. All donations are tax deductible to the fullest extent
of the law, and will receive written acknowledgment directly from
SVCF. Please make checks payable to “Silicon Valley Community
Foundation,” and name “Milo Gwosden Memorial Scholarship
Fund” or “Fund #6117” in the memo line. Check gifts may be
mailed to SVCF directly at Silicon Valley Community Foundation,
Attention: Gifts Administration, 2440 West El Camino Real, Suite
300, Mountain View, California 94040-1498.
PAID

OBITUARY

Sign up today for

the only food
newsletter
on the Peninsula at
PaloAltoOnline.com/
express
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A weekly compendium of vital statistics

POLICE CALLS

Shoplifting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Palo Alto

Vehicle related
Abandoned bicycle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Auto recovery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Auto theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Driving with suspended license . . . . . . 2
Stolen catalytic converter . . . . . . . . . . 1
Theft from auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Vehicle accident/minor injury . . . . . . . . 2
Vehicle accident/prop damage . . . . . . 6
Vehicle tow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

May 26-June 2
Violence related
Waverley Street, 5/26, 10:58 a.m.; sex
crime/exploit children.
Maplewood Avenue, 5/21, 1:53 p.m.;
domestic violence.
San Antonio Road, 5/22, 2:25 p.m.;
domestic violence.
Emerson Street, 5/22, 11:41 p.m.;
simple battery.
Alma Street, 5/23, 12:09 p.m.; sex
crime.
University Avenue, 5/28, 12:40 a.m.;
domestic violence/battery.
Suzanne Drive, 5/28, 2:19 p.m.;
attempted suicide.
Varian Way, 5/31, 7:53 p.m.; domestic
violence/battery.
Lytton Avenue/Waverley Street, 5/31,
11:02 p.m.; sex crime.
Theft related
Fraud . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Identity theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Petty theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Residential burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Alcohol or drug related
Driving under influence . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Drunk in public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Possession of paraphernalia . . . . . . . . 2
Under influence of drugs . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Miscellaneous
Brandishing weapon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Found property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Misc. penal code violation . . . . . . . . . . 1
Missing person . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Outside investigation . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Psychiatric subject . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Suspicious circumstances . . . . . . . . . . 6
Warrant/other agency . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Menlo Park

May 26-June 2
Violence related
2000 block Sharon Road, 5/26, 10:23
a.m.; assault.
1000 block Crane Street, 5/28, 8:03
p.m.; robbery.
1100 block Pine Streer, 5/30, 5:15
a.m.; assault with deadly weapon.
Theft related
Fraud . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Grand theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Petty theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Vehicle related
Auto recovery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Auto theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Bicycle theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Hit and run . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Lost/stolen plates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Stolen catalytic converter . . . . . . . . . . 1
Theft from auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Vehicle accident/minor injury . . . . . . . . 2
Vehicle accident/no injury . . . . . . . . . . 1
Vehicle tampering . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Vehicle tow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Alcohol or drug related
Driving under influence . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Drunk in public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Possession of paraphernalia . . . . . . . . 3
Miscellaneous
Coroner case . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Court order violation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Disturbance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Found property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Mental evaluation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Missing person . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Property for destruction . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Suspicious circumstances . . . . . . . . . . 1
Vandalism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Warrant arrest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6

OBITUARIES
A list of local residents who
died recently:
Milo Gwosden, 83, a high
school teacher and Palo Alto
resident, died on April 20.
Nancy Elizabeth Strauss,
83, a Palo Alto resident, died
on May 10. James Patrick
Wismann, 67, a longtime
Palo Alto resident and brick
layer for Pete Wismann Masonry, died on May 19.
To read full obituaries,
leave remembrances and post
photos, go to Lasting Memories at PaloAltoOnline.com/
obituaries. Q

Check out
Town Square!
Hundreds of local topics
are being discussed by
local residents on Town
Square, a reader forum
sponsored by the Weekly
at PaloAltoOnline.com/
square. Post your own
comments, ask questions
or just stay up on what
people are talking about
around town!

680 Yosemite Ave. – Downtown Mountain View
Open Sat-Sun 1-4pm

Historic Charm
Offered at $3,898,000
This 1923 historic home exudes timeless appeal combined
with fresh updates, located in the desirable downtown area
of old Mountain View, just a few steps away from popular
Castro St. The two-story English Tudor
style home begins with stunning towering
roof peaks accented by original true
divided-light windows. Continue inside to
freshly painted interiors in a crisp custom
designer palette of color, soaring ceilings,
classic millwork, beautiful wood flooring.

www.680Yosemite.com

At A Glance
• Built in 1923
• 4 bedrooms / 3 baths
• Approx. sq. ft. 3,119 +/- of
living space
• Approx. sq. ft. 7,700 +/- lot

Tom Correia
DRE 01352555

650.823.5441 tomcorreia.com
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Arts & Entertainment
A weekly guide to music, theater, art, culture, books and more, edited by Karla Kane

Frost Amphitheater hosts screening of documentaries by Stanford MFA students

and theatermakers based in the
North Bay. While he was originally
drawn to the visual appeal of puppeteering, Mueller soon became
intrigued by the couple’s enduring
bond, their spirituality, and their
life and career together. Midway
through the film, he incorporates
conversations with his own partner,
and the film becomes a parallel tale
of two relationships.
“I find it really easy to assess
what is interesting about other people, and making a film about someone else is sort of an act of love,”
he said. “It feels so hard to turn
that same gaze on myself. It takes
a leap of faith that what I’m putting
out there is something other people
might be interested in.”
The experience under the microscope wasn’t easy on his relationship, but has ultimately been
rewarding, Mueller said.
“It’s been really, really hard,” he
acknowledged with a laugh. “It’s really hard to be objective about oneself as a subject, and it created a lot
of difficult conversations with my
partner. It brought us closer and allowed us to talk through challenges,
but it was not an easy road and I’m
not even done.”
While the COVID-19 pandemic
has presented many challenges for
the students’ first year at Stanford,
they said it’s been full of valuable
moments for learning and growth.
“In the throes of our editing you
sort of lose sight of this but, being forced to be creative and create films within an extraordinary
set of limitations — not just the
literal state and local lockdowns,
but filmmaking requires being

Courtesy Drew de Pinto

Drew de Pinto’s “Fishbowl” (working title) chronicles San
Francisco’s Fishbowl Collective, a group of artists and housing
advocates living in the historic Red Victorian Hotel on Haight Street.
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Max Lee Mueller’s short film “The Key To It” explores both the long-term relationship between a pair
of puppeteers and Mueller’s own romantic partnership.
physically close in a time people
felt very nervous — really forced
us to be extremely creative and
push our boundaries,” Cohen said,
noting that the very first week of
their time in the program was also
when “the sky turned orange,”
thanks to California’s raging
wildfires.
“I just say if we can make films in
the pandemic we can deal with any
other possible hurdles that Hollywood can throw at us,” Cohen said.
Having a supportive program and
tight-knit cohort has been especially essential this year.
While classes were held over
Zoom and screenings over Vimeo,
“The six of us in the first-year cohort all live on campus and see
each other regularly,” said Drew de
Pinto, who’s especially interested
in telling stories about labor and
community organizing, and queer
and trans characters.
De Pinto’s film, with the working title of “Fishbowl,” follows the
struggle of the Fishbowl Collective,
a group of artists and housing advocates living in the historic Red
Victorian Hotel on Haight Street in
San Francisco.
“They started living and working in the Red Vic in the summer
of 2020, taking care of the building and putting on drag shows in
the storefront windows as a COVID-safe way to raise money to
convert the building into affordable housing for BIPOC (Black,

Indigenous and people of color)
queer and trans people,” de Pinto
said. “Since then, they’ve been
fighting eviction by their landlords, and are still living in the
hotel, although they have been
locked out of the main room
where they hosted the shows.”
Other films on the slate include
Connor Lee O’Keefe’s “Imagine a

Body,” Alexandra Stergiou’s “The
Infinite Act” and Kyle MyersHaugh’s “The Yerba Buena Chess
Club.” A Q&A with the filmmakers
follows the screening.
While they’re thrilled for the
chance to screen their films on
campus in person, the student
(continued on page 21)

Photo by Kyle Myers-Haugh

W

hile viewing a film is an
experience that lends itself pretty well to social
distancing, there’s still something
special about watching on the big
screen in the company of fellow
audience members.
“I really miss the joy and the
emotional journey of sitting next
to people watching a movie,” said
Azza Cohen. She, along with her
five fellow first-year students in
Stanford University’s documentary film MFA program, will get
a chance to share the short films
they’ve made this spring at an inperson, outdoor event at Stanford’s
Frost Amphitheater on Thursday,
June 10.
“Nothing left to do but marvel,”
Cohen’s film, is an experimental,
immersive project rooted in her
personal experience dealing with
chronic migraine headaches stemming from a concussion. She juxtaposes anonymous audio interviews
with other migraine and chronic
pain sufferers with soft-focus,
blurry visuals to express how pain
can distort one’s worldview. Coming from a journalism background,
she said this project was a chance to
flex her creativity and push herself
to try new ideas and techniques.
“It’s amazing how many people
relate to this topic,” Cohen said.
“It’s been very interesting and very
cathartic to connect with other
people.”
Maxwell Lee Mueller, too, wove
his own life into his documentary,
titled “The Key To It.” His film
starts out as the story of Conrad
Bishop and Elizabeth Fuller, two
long-married puppeteers, authors

Courtesy Max Lee Mueller

By Karla Kane

Azza Cohen is among the six Stanford first-year MFA documentary
students who will show their recent work on the big screen at Frost
Amphitheater June 10.

Arts & Entertainment

Kozy Brothers

DE MARTINI
ORCHARD

66 N. San Antonio Rd., Los Altos • 650-948-0881 • DeMartiniOrchard.com
i iO
iO h d

CALIF. GROWN

LOCALLY GROWN

LOCALLY GROWN

CANTALOUPES CHERRIES YELLOW PEACHES LLOYD
CHARDONNAY
$ 99
$ 99
LB

4

2
$3499
¢
89
LB LETTUCE BABY BOK CHOY
SARGENTO
99¢ $169 CROISSANTS
AGUILAR FARMS

SWEET
AND
MEATY

Courtesy Camacu

Palo Alto family band Camacu, pictured here performing at Palo Alto
World Music Day in 2019, will perform as part of Palo Alto World
Music Month 2021.

June is now World Music
Month in Palo Alto
City’s World Music Day evolves with live
performances on weekends throughout the month
By Karla Kane
ast year’s World Music Day Mark Wong-VanHaren told this
— a Palo Alto tradition news organization.
“It also happened to be Father’s
based on the international
event, which celebrates the music Day, and for me it was definitely the
of the world with a day of free con- best one ever,” he said.
The group performs songs in
certs — was canceled due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. For 2021, English, Catalan, Spanish, French
the event has evolved into a month- and Hawaiian. With Zoe spending
long celebration of live music, with much of the past year with relatives
performers playing from noon to in Hawaii, the family did its best
2 p.m. and 5-7 p.m. on California to keep music going during a time
and University avenues on Satur- of social distancing. Now, Mark
Wong-VanHaren said they’re lookdays and Sundays in June.
The focus this year, according ing forward to their performances
to the event’s website, is “on sup- on California Avenue on June 6 and
porting local business and inviting University Avenue on June 26.
Other participating musicians in
live music back in our community,” with the goal of providing Palo Alto World Music Month will
music compatible with dining include Hobbyhorse, Los Panadeand shopping in the two business ros, Singing Wood Marimba and
Peninsula Harmony Chorus.
districts.
The event is presented by the
World Music Day has a special
place in the hearts of the members city of Palo Alto, Palo Alto Recreof Camacu, a Palo Alto family band ation Foundation and the Palo Alto
made up of father Mark Wong- Chamber of Commerce.
A performance schedule is availVanHaren, mother Nerissa WongVanHaren, daughter and 2020 Paly able online. For more information,
grad Zoe Wong-VanHaren, and go to parecfoundation.org. Q
rising Paly senior Trevor WongEmail Arts & Entertainment
VanHaren. The 2019 World Music Editor Karla Kane at kkane@
Day was the group’s public debut, paweekly.com.

L

Short films
(continued from page 20)

filmmakers are also appreciative
for the wider reach and accessibility
this year’s virtual screenings have
offered.
“One benefit of online screenings was that we were able to invite
friends and family from all over the
world,” de Pinto said.
“I hope they keep doing that as
well, that virtual screenings become
normal. There’s all sorts of film festivals all over the world and finally I
can go to them,” Mueller said. “My
parents in Massachusetts could see
our screenings and see the Q&A
and that’s really cool, too.”
The June 10 in-person event,
though, will be an especially exciting achievement for the cohort after
a long year.

“There’s an experience of electricity, when people can view your
film and you can be in a group
watching it, and it’s an essential
aspect of understanding your
film,” Mueller said. “It’s hard to
know what people’s reactions are
if you don’t experience the feeling
in a group when they’re watching
the film. I haven’t done that in a
long time.”
The 2021 Spring MFA Documentary Film Screening starts at 8
p.m. on June 10, at Frost Amphitheater, 351 Lasuen St., Stanford. Admission is free but advance tickets
are required, and social distancing
and safety protocols are in effect.
More information is available at
live.stanford.edu. Q
Email Arts and Entertainment
Editor Karla Kane at kkane@
paweekly.com.
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Public hearing access details are available at bit.ly/vta-cac-cwc-agendas
The public is encouraged to provide their input. Verbal public comments will be accepted through the
video and teleconference meeting. Written comments are accepted until 10:00 a.m. on June 9 by email
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WHY SUPPORT

LOCAL
JOURNALISM?
Our subscribing members
say it best...

“

Really inspired by your ability to keep
grasping and improving ... It’s just so
exhausting being a reporter right now.
Thank you for serving the community.

”

- Clay L.

Will you join the thousands of others
supporting local journalism?
Now’s your moment to step up when we need you the most.
Subscribe now at PaloAltoOnline.com/join
You can also subscribe for one year by mailing a check for $120
($60 for seniors and students) to us at 450 Cambridge Ave., Palo Alto 94306.
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Eating Out
-toPaly grad launches farm box service to help
small farms stay afloat during the pandemic
By Heather Zimmerman

Helene Zahoudanis stands in a mustard greens field at County Line Harvest in Petaluma. At the start of the pandemic, the Palo Alto High School graduate co-founded Real
Good Greens to connect consumers with small farmers. Courtesy Brinkerhoff Photography.

H

elene Zahoudanis has
always dreamed of owning a farm. In her current
venture, though she may
not be working the land, she does
help bring in a bountiful harvest
every week. Through Real Good
Greens, the farm box delivery service she co-founded, she ensures
that the produce from about two
dozen small Bay Area farms finds
its way to local consumers’ tables.
“When we started, I really
wasn’t intending to be a business,
it was just kind of a response to the
times,” said Zahoudanis, a 2009
Palo Alto High School grad who
founded Real Good Greens with
her husband, Matt Petersen, at the
start of the pandemic last year.
They were aiming to help address a major disconnect in the
food supply that quickly surfaced
after stay-at-home orders went
into effect. As consumers were
encountering empty grocery store
shelves, small farms were facing the opposite problem: plenty
of crops but no customers to buy
them, since many restaurants —
their primary buyers — had to
close temporarily. So, not long
after the lockdown began, Zahoudanis and Petersen launched a

service to help connect consumers with small farms looking to
sell the organic produce that, prepandemic, would have been purchased by restaurants.
“Their supply chain was totally
rocked and practically overnight
they were left with freshly harvested food that they needed to
sell really quickly. Our community was now stuck at home and
looking for a better way to buy
groceries, and our local farmers
had an abundance of food, so we
just wanted to help bridge that gap
and facilitate that connection,” Zahoudanis said.
In the early days, they helped
spread the word about Real Good
Greens over the neighborhood social networking app Nextdoor, and
it took off from there.
Zahoudanis and Petersen may
not have necessarily started off
with the aim of launching a company, but their efforts have grown
over the past year into a bona
fide business. Real Good Greens
now delivers produce and artisan
goods to homes in Marin County,
San Francisco, some parts of the
East Bay and Peninsula cities as
far south as Los Altos Hills.
Despite Real Good Greens’

Courtesy Brinkerhoff Photography

Real Good Greens farm boxes include a rotating selection of curated
fresh produce and additional products like bread and local farm eggs.

current array of offerings, the
business’ name hearkens back to
its first days. Greens were the primary crop of one of the first farms
that Zahoudanis worked with,
County Line Harvest in Petaluma,
which grows many specialty varieties of greens for local chefs. On
top of that, Zahoudanis identifies
herself as a “veggie freak, a salad
nut,” and the name celebrates her
love of fresh greens.
“That’s the heart of it, finding
amazing, quality stuff that tastes
like you grew it and it’s harvested
that morning and getting that to
people the same day — that was
just the spirit of the idea,” she said.
Zahoudanis studied English and
marketing in college — she has a
bachelor’s degree in English and
communications from Bucknell
University in Pennsylvania — but
her family has roots in both food
and agriculture. Her father grew
up on a farm in Greece and her
aunt is chef and writer Donia Bijan, who ran well-loved downtown
Palo Alto restaurant L’amie Donia
for a decade.
“I grew up going to that restaurant and she was an advocate
in the ’90s for farm-to-table, so I
witnessed farms coming and dropping off beautiful fresh produce. It
was just ingrained in my DNA at
a really young age,” Zahoudanis
said.
She noted that Petersen, as well,
grew up in a farming family in
Iowa.
The couple lives in the North
Bay and Real Good Greens is
based in Mill Valley, where they
have a facility to assemble orders.
Zahoudanis said that the business
works with about 25 farms, mostly
based in the North Bay, but also a
few in Half Moon Bay and Yolo
County.
Farm boxes are the centerpiece
of Real Good Greens, but the

business differs from a traditional
Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) farm box model in
which customers typically subscribe for regular deliveries, purchasing a share of the crops from
a farm or group of farms. Zahoudanis, who said she’s regularly
been a member of various CSAs,
recalled that as a customer, she
found that model could be hard to
plan around, and wanted to offer
more flexibility.
Customers can choose to place
orders each week through the Real
Good Greens website, by Tuesday
at midnight, with all orders delivered on Thursdays and Fridays.
“Our base product is the seasonal farm box. That’s the way we can
support as many farms as we can
by having this kind of surprise box
of what is freshly harvested and
peak season,” Zahoudanis said.
The Seasonal Organic Farm
Box is a curated box of fresh produce that offers 10 to 13 items for
$45 or a smaller version with five
to seven items for $35. The selection rotates every week, with items
based on what’s in season.
In addition to its two curated
boxes, Real Good Greens sells a
variety of fresh produce. Among
the items currently available
on the website are a half-flat of
strawberries, an assortment of
stone fruit, a pound of sugar snap
peas — and of course, bunches of
greens. Shoppers can also pick up
artisan goods such as bread, eggs,
cheese, olive oil and honey. Those
who are buying a box can add
these goods and extra produce to
their orders, but customers don’t
actually need to buy a farm box
to be able to purchase individual
produce and groceries. Even so,
Zahoudanis estimates that around
90% of customers buy a farm box
and then add on extra goods.
“We’ve become more of a

full-fledged online farmers market,” she said.
Real Good Greens may have
been founded in a unique moment
when long-established supply systems were disrupted, but Zahoudanis doesn’t foresee a complete
return to how things were pre-pandemic. Even with restaurants now
reopening more widely to customers, the pandemic has brought
changes in how consumers shop
for food and in how farms operate.
“Where a lot of farms used to sell
exclusively to restaurants, they’ve
realized the importance of selling direct to consumer and having
multiple sales channels. Now that
the restaurants are opening, we’ve
established that steady relationship
and even in times of downturn and
uncertainty we’ve been a really
steady customer,” she said.
In fact, the business is ready to
expand a bit more. Zahoudanis
said that she and Petersen have
been looking for a warehouse to
expand Real Good Greens’ volume and provide the space to increase offerings to include local
meat and fish. And perhaps someday, Zahoudanis said, she hopes
that the business might have its
own storefront.
It’s a big difference from Real
Good Greens’ beginnings just a
year ago as an idea to step in and
help fill a vacuum created by the
pandemic that wasn’t necessarily
planned to be a business.
“We were kind of playing it
week by week and seeing how it
went, and I think after a couple
months, we realized that we had a
very loyal following, and we were
building something really good,”
Zahoudanis said.
For more information, visit realgoodgreens.com. Q
Email Assistant Editor
Heather Zimmerm an at
hzimmerman@paweekly.com.
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Exceptional care for your
heart and vascular health

NOW
OPEN

Our patients reﬂect the diverse fabric of the Golden State.
Their needs and life stories are one-of-a-kind, but they seek
the same experience: Exceptional heart and vascular care
from an exceptional team of medical experts.
OUR SPECIALTIES:

Preventative & Non-Invasive Cardiology | Interventional Cardiology | Structural Heart
Vascular & Endovascular Intervention | Vein Care & Treatment | Cardiac Rhythm Management

gshav.com
650-695-0955
2490 Hospital Drive
Suite 106
Mountain View 94040
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Dr. James Joye

Dr. Ajanta De

A monthly special section of news

Courtesy of the Clayman Institute for Gender Research at Stanford

LivingWell
& information for seniors

Chris Kenrick

Chris Kenrick

I

What matters in the end

s it possible to plan a “good
death?” Can one gracefully
leave this world to the next
generation? Can one live
meaningfully until the very end?
Prompted by a serious medical diagnosis, longtime Palo Alto
residents Irvin and Marilyn Yalom
probe these questions in “A Matter
of Death and Life,” which the duo
wrote just before Marilyn died by
medically assisted suicide in 2019.
Married 65 years, both Yaloms
already were widely published
authors — translated into many
languages — when they began
writing their book in spring 2019
after Marilyn was diagnosed with
multiple myeloma, a cancer of the
plasma cells.
Irvin, a psychiatrist and leader in
the field of existential psychotherapy, had some 20 fiction and nonfiction titles to his name. Marilyn, a
cultural historian, French professor and early director of Stanford’s

Center for Research on Women,
had published at least 10 books.
With her prognosis bleak, Marilyn persuaded her husband that
they should document, in alternating chapters, the experience of her
illness and likely demise from the
disease.
“We now live each day with the
knowledge that our time together
is limited and exceedingly precious,” the two, both in their late
80s, write in the preface. “This
book is meant, first and foremost,
to help us navigate the end of life.”
As scholars, both Yaloms are
steeped in the great philosophers’
contemplations on exemplary life
and death, and have wrestled in
their own work with themes of
mortality.
In “American Resting Place,”
co-authored with their son, the
photographer Reid Yalom, Marilyn documented how 400 years of
gravestones, graveyards and burial

practices reflect changing American ideas about death, class, gender and immigration.
As a psychotherapist, Irv had
counseled countless patients, including many with terminal illnesses, about facing death, and
written extensively about their —
and his own — death anxieties.
“Of all the ideas I’ve employed
to comfort patients dreading death,
none has been more powerful than
the idea of living a regret-free life,”
Irv recalls in the book.
Sitting together in their yard,
admiring the trees, “Marilyn
squeezes my hand and says, ‘Irv,
there’s nothing I would change,’”
he writes. With four children, eight
grandchildren and extensive world
travels in addition to their professional accomplishments, both Yaloms feel they’ve seized their days
to the fullest.
Even as death approaches, the
pair celebrate “magic moments,”

At home in Palo Alto, author Irvin Yalom, left,
reflects on his newly released book about the end
of life, which he co-wrote with his wife, Marilyn,
in 2019, just before she died by medically assisted
suicide. Both Yaloms, pictured above, were widely
published authors during their 65-year marriage.

In alternating chapters, husband
and wife chart the end of life
BY CHRIS KENRICK
such as the evening they abandon television and Marilyn pulls
“Martin Chuzzlewit” down from
the bookshelf and begins reading
aloud. “I purr in ecstasy, listening
to each word,” Irv writes. “This is
sheer heaven: What a blessing to
have a wife who delights in reading Dickens’s prose out loud.” He
recalls the day — more than 70
years before — when the two had
first bonded over their mutual love
of books as classmates at Roosevelt
High School in Washington, D.C.
When chemotherapy fails and
Marilyn is placed on immunoglobulin therapy, she begins inquiring
about medically assisted suicide —
legal in California since 2016 — in
the event the new treatment does
not work.
Irv is horrified, but Marilyn is
at peace. Though sad to leave the
people she loves, “The idea of
death does not frighten me,” she
writes. “I can accept the idea that

I shall no longer exist. ... After 10
months of feeling awful most of
the time, it’s a relief to know that
my misery will come to an end.”
After some weeks the couple is
told the immunoglobulin therapy,
too, has failed.
Marilyn accepts various tributes
and goes about saying her goodbye, and giving away her treasured
books to a large network of friends
and colleagues. “It’s weird to realize that if I want to do anything, I’ll
have to do it quickly,” she writes.
Ultimately, about a week before
Thanksgiving 2019, she chooses
to end her life, ingesting lethal
medication in the presence of Irv,
their four children, a physician and
a nurse. (She was among the 405
people to use California’s End of
Life Options Act in 2019, according to the annual tally from the
state health department.)
(continued on page 27)
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The best hearing requires a lens
Join us for a complimentary consultation and personalized sound demo

Earlens improves
speech recognition
by 25%*

Participants in an
independent study
preferred the
Earlens extended
bandwidth 8:1*

Earlens brings
listeners 16x closer
to normal hearing in
the critically important
high frequencies*

Earlens delivers
a frequency range
2.5x broader
than conventional
hearing aids**

*Folkeard et. Al. “Detection, Speech Recognition, Loudness, and Preference Outcomes with a Direct Drive Hearing Aid: Effects of Bandwidth.
'DWDRQĆOHDW(DUOHQV

Unlike traditional hearing aids that just make sounds louder through a speaker, Earlens offers the
world’s only nonsurgical lens to directly vibrate the eardrum. Join us during this special event to learn
why we were named one of TIME Magazine’s Top 100 Inventions of 2020. Find out how you might
EHQH=LWWKURXJKDFRPSOLPHQWDU\FRQVXOWDWLRQ

Complimentary Private Consultations with a Sound Demo
Wednesday, June 16
Earlens Hearing Center - 4055 Campbell Avenue, Menlo Park
Call (650) 417-9856 to reserve your spot.
Spaces are limited. COVID protocols will be followed. Call now to RSVP.

Living Well

JUNE

June 1
Techie Tuesdays Explore Tech Lectures

LGBTQ Song Appreciation Group “Favorite
Song About an SF Bay Area City”

June 2
Mindfulness Meditation, every Wednesday

June 11
Webinar: Oral Health Concerns of Older
Adults

2-3:15pm via Zoom. For information or to register
email rsvp@seniorplanetavenidas.org. Free.

day-caring
Friendly, compassionate daytime
care and health support provided
by Avenidas Rose Kleiner Center
staff members to frail older adults
•
•
•
•
•

Enrichment activities & socializing
Nursing care & health monitoring
Nutritious, tasty lunches & snacks
Onsite therapies & group exercise
Transportation to/from center

Re-Opening
Soon!
Contact Us
about Enrolling
Today!

FREE GIFT
UPON VISIT
Must mention
Promo Code
PAW

2-3pm via Zoom. Visit www.Avenidas.org for log on
information. Free.

June 3
Wonder Women Lesbian Social Group

Every 1st & 3rd Thursday, 3-4pm via Zoom. Email
jenn@seniorshowerproject.com for info and to
register. Free.

June 4
National Donut Day
Sprinkles or glazed?

June 7
LGBTQ+ Empowerment and Connections

2:30 -3:30pm via Zoom. RSVP for log on info to
LGBTQ@avenidas.org. Free

June 8
Avenidas Village Coffee Chat

10am via Zoom. Email dgreenblat@avenidas.org to
register. Free.

June 9
Book Club: Carnegie's Maid by Marie
Benedict

2:30-4pm via Zoom. RSVP for log on info to
register@avenidas.org. Free

Bilingual Event: Dragon Boat Festival Virtual
Food Tour
2-3pm via Zoom Presented in English and
Mandarin. RSVP by 6/7 to ACCC@avenidas.org.
Free.

June 10
Bilingual Event: Dragon Boat Festival
Cultural Learning Event
(650) 289-5499 • www.avenidas.org/care
Quality day-caring for Your Aging Loved One!
For complete schedule or info about Avenidas events,
call 650-289-5400

2021

10-11am via Zoom. Presented in English and
Mandarin. RSVP by 6/7 to ACCC@avenidas.org.
Free.

Info Session: ClearCaptions Advanced
Telephone Captioning,

11am-12pm via Zoom. RSVP for log on info to
register@avenidas.org. Free
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4-5pm via Zoom. Email tkingery@avenidas.org for
more info and to register. Free

1:30-2:30pm via Zoom. RSVP for log on info
register@avenidas.org. Free.

June 14
9GDKPCT+PVTQFWEVKQPVQ0QPƂPCPEKCN
Retirement Planning with Lyn Christenson
1:30-2:30pm via Zoom. RSVP for log on info
register@avenidas.org. Free.

Bilingual Workshop: Impacts of COVID-19 on
Asian Americans with Janice Tsoh, PhD
1-2pm via Zoom. Presented in English and
Cantonese. RSVP for log on info ACCC@avenidas.
org. Free.

June 15
FREE CLASS DEMO! From the Ground Up:
I-Wellness Yoga Therapy – Toes to Crown

11am-12pm with Jido Lee Ferguson via Zoom
RSVP for log on info register@avenidas.org. Free.

June 16
Hosting A Zoom Meeting

10-11am on Wednesdays, Senior Planet @
Avenidas. RSVP to rsvp@seniorplanetavenidas.org
for log on information. Free

June 17
Avenidas Village Coffee Chat

10am via Zoom. Email dgreenblat@avenidas.org to
register. Free.

Tinnitus Support Group with guest speaker
Dr. Ben Thompson
5:30-7:30pm via Zoom. RSVP for log on info to
register@avenidas.org. Free.

June 18
National Go Fishing Day, and interestingly,
International Sushi Day.
June 21
LGBTQ+ Empowerment and Connections:
FKUEWUUKQPQHVJGƂNOp+PVJG*GKIJVUq
2:30 -3:30pm via Zoom. RSVP for log on info to
LGBTQ@avenidas.org. Free

Calendar of Events
June 22
Apple Tech Tutoring

1:15-3:30pm via Zoom, on Tuesdays. RSVP
required. Email rsvp@seniorplanetavenidas.org.
Free.

June 23
Care Forum: Caring for Someone with
Dementia and Preserving Brain Health - How
best to take care of yourself and your loved
one with dementia.
Speakers: Dr. Rita Ghatak and Dr. Ellen Brown
11am-12:30pm via Zoom. RSVP for log on info
register@avenidas.org. Free

June 24
Book Club: Conundrum by Jan Morris

2:30-4pm via Zoom. RSVP for log on info to
register@avenidas.org. Free

Mandarin Workshop: Mindfulness Self-care
with Guest speaker: Teresa Cheng

1-2pm via Zoom. Presented in Mandarin. RSVP for
log on info ACCC@avenidas.org. Free.

Gay Men’s Walking Group Planning Meeting
3-3:30pm, 2nd & 4th Thursdays via Zoom. Email
tkingery@avenidas.org for more info and to
register. Free.

LGBTQ Song Appreciation Group “Your
Personal Soundtrack”

4-5pm via Zoom. Email tkingery@avenidas.org for
more info and to register. Free

June 25

National Food Truck Day. Mmmmmmm……

June 28
Paul Bunyan Day

Take time to learn more about local folklore

June 29
Hug Holiday

Give a hug to someone who needs one!

June 30
Avenidas Village Coffee Chat

10am via Zoom. Email dgreenblat@avenidas.org to
register. Free.

Living Well

Avenidas names new CEO

A

my Yotopolous, a Palo Alto resident whose career has focused on
aging, longevity and caregiving,
will become president and CEO of the
senior services agency
Avenidas.
Yotopolous, who
directed the adult day
program at Avenidas,
now known as the
Rose Kleiner Center,
from 1999 to 2003,
more recently has
worked at the Stanford
Center on Longevity
Amy
and, since 2019, as coYotopolous
founder and manager
of the Caregiving Center in the new Stanford Hospital.
She takes the helm at Avenidas Sept. 1.
“I’m so excited to come full circle in my
career, as Avenidas has been an important
part of my life for decades,” Yotopoulos
said.
Avenidas board chair Henry Massey
said Yotopolous’s “years of multi-faceted
senior management experience leading
strategic development, long range planning and guiding organizations through
periods of growth and transition will
greatly benefit Avenidas.
“In addition, she understands our mission

What matters in the end
(continued from page 25)

Shortly before, Marilyn had reviewed the
writings of Greek and Roman philosophers
on how to live and die well. “For all the philosophical treatises and all the assurances of
the medical profession,” she writes, “there
is no cure for the simple fact that we must
leave each other.”
The final chapters are written by Irv, recounting the agony of grief and his halting
attempts to resume some kind of normal life
— including venturing out to a Barron Park
Senior Lunch at the Corner Bakery.
After more than 70 years with Marilyn
beside him, he struggles with the idea that
“something can have value, interest and
importance even if I am the only one the
experience it, even if there’s no Marilyn to
share it with.
“It’s as if Marilyn’s knowing about a happening is necessary to make it truly real,”
he writes.
He rails at the irrationality of this. “I’ve
been a full-time student, observer and
healer of the mind for over 60 years, and it
is difficult to tolerate my own mind being

on a very personal level, having 10 years of
experience as a family caregiver for a loved
one with dementia,” Massey said.
At the Stanford Center on Longevity,
Yotopolous managed the Mind Division,
which focuses on research into cognitive
health and harnessing the human capital of
older people. The Caregiving Center in the
new Stanford Hospital is a lounge, health
library and referral center for patients and
their families, as well as for the general
public.
Yotopolous said she became interested
in aging issues as an undergraduate at
Stanford, where she took classes with
psychologist Laura Carstensen, founding
director of Stanford’s Center on Longevity,
and graduated with honors in psychology.
She later earned a master’s degree in gerontology from the University of Southern
California.
At Avenidas, she replaces Amy Andonian, who served from 2014 until leaving
last fall. John Sink, vice-president of programs, serves as interim president.
Avenidas operates an adult enrichment
center and a Chinese Community Center,
both in Palo Alto, as well as an adult day
care center, known as the Rose Kleiner
Center, in Mountain View. For more information on the agency, go to avenidas.org. Q
— Chris Kenrick
so irrational,” he writes.
Reached at his home in late May, two
months after the book’s publication, Yalom
said he’s been busy with the “strong feedback,” including virtual book talks with
large audiences all over the world. The book
is licensed for publication in 25 countries,
some already in print and others likely between now and the end of next year, according to literary agent Sandra Dijkstra.
Yalom, who turns 90 this month, continues to work on his next book and also to do
single-hour therapy consultations.
“I’m growing old now and my memory’s
beginning to disappear,” he said. “I’m not
seeing ongoing patients anymore but I think
I’m able to do a lot for some people just in
the single hour.”
His new book is intended as a training
manual for young therapists. “I’m always
writing, and as long as I’m writing I feel very
well,” he said.
He also takes walks daily to a nearby park,
where he’s had bench installed in memory
of Marilyn. Yalom said he enjoys sitting on
the bench, taking in the surroundings and
thinking of her. Q
Contributing Writer Chris Kenrick can
be emailed at ckenrick@paweekly.com

OUR T EAM IS IN MOT ION FOR YOU

D E L E O N R E A LT Y, I N C .

Michael Repka | CEO & Managing Broker | DRE #01854880
650.900.7000 | Info@deleonrealty.com | www.deleonrealty.com | DRE #01903224

Senior Focus

BUILDING A SUPPORT SYSTEM ... Avenidas
Village, a fee-based network for older adults
that offers practical help, resources and
social connections will hold Zoom coffee
chats for prospective members Tuesday, June
8, Thursday, June 17, and Wednesday, June
30. All sessions will be at 10 a.m. To learn
more, go to avenidasvillage.org. To register,
email dgreenblat@avenidas.org.
RETIREMENT PLANNING ... Retirement
coach Lyn Christenson will present a free,
online workshop on non-financial aspects
of retirement planning on Monday, June
14, at 1:30 p.m. To register for Zoom link,
email register@avenidas.org. For more about
Christenson, go to retirementlinkages.com.
CONDOR RESTORATION ... Researchers and
biologists Chris West and Tiana WilliamsClaussen will discuss their work in restoring
California condors to the Pacific Northwest
in a free Zoom presentation Tuesday, June
15, at 1 p.m. The two will discuss California
condor biology, declines and efforts to recover
the species from near-extinction as well as the
outlook for overall recovery of the species. The
talk is part of the “Community Conversations”
series of the Oshman Family Jewish
Community Center. To register, email Michelle
Rosengaus at mrosengaus@paloaltojcc.org.

HELP FOR CAREGIVERS ... Hospice physician
Ellen Brown and caregiving researcher and
consultant Rita Ghatak will discuss caring
for someone with dementia and preserving
brain health in a free Zoom presentation
Wednesday, June 23, from 11 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. The event is part of an ongoing forum for
caregivers organized by Avenidas social work
manager Paula Wolfson, who will moderate.
To register for zoom link, go to avenidas.org
and click on the registration link, or call 650
289-5400.
FILM ON CAREGIVING ... Mission Hospice
& Homecare will present a free, online
screening of the 2021 documentary
“Caregiver, a Love Story,” on Thursday, June
24, from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. The film,
co-directed and co-produced by palliative
care physician Jessica Zitter, profiles what
happens when 59-year-old Bambi decides
to forgo further cancer treatment and die at
home and her husband, Rick, leaves his job
to become her primary caregiver. For the
Zoom link, go to missionhospice.org and
click on “events calendar.” Q

Items for Senior Focus may be emailed
to Palo Alto Weekly Contributing
Writer Chris Kenrick at ckenrick@
paweekly.com.

A Better
Way to Care
Hire a private nurse for Mom
or Dad’s care, and get the peace of
mind that accompanies working with
a licensed medical professional.
To learn more or schedule a consultation with
a Nursing Specialist, visit nurseregistry.com or
call (650) 523-9149

Give blood for life!
bloodcenter.stanford.edu
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Upfront
ECONOMY

New plan to reopen University Avenue
to traffic in July divides businesses
Businesses split over city manager’s proposal, which would also
bring cars back to California Avenue in September
By Gennady Sheyner
out,” Monarch said. “This one
just languished.”
“We thought, ‘OK, things
are bad everywhere,’ but other
towns have similar programs
and we recovered much faster
when they don’t have tents or
closed streets,” Monarch said.
Monarch is not alone in calling for the city to reopen University Avenue to cars. Cherry
LeBrun, owner of De Novo
Contemporary Jewelry, wrote in
a letter to the City Council that
having University and a portion
of Ramona closed to cars has cut
access to her business dramatically and decreased foot traffic
by more than 80%.
“This has, and continues to
have, a very damaging impact on
sales in my retail jewelry store,”
LeBrun wrote.
Gwen Gasque of Letter Perfect
suggested that while the closure
of University Avenue to cars
feels more communal, suggesting that it’s good for businesses,
the closures create a “fairground

atmosphere” that isn’t suitable
for the type of retail consumption that her business relies on.
And Hassan Ali, branch manager at Citi Bank at 250 University
Ave., wrote that customers are
“complaining about not being
able to access the branch location and also have shared their
concern about not feeling safe in
walking ... far away to a parking
area with money and valuables.”
“And this has become a reason why they avoid visiting our
branch,” Ali wrote.
The criticism from downtown
businesses has created a difficult dilemma for the council,
which agreed in April to authorize City Manager Ed Shikada to
keep University and California
Avenue closed until Oct. 31. At
the April 20 meeting, council
members pointed to the results
of the recent city survey, which
showed 96% of respondents
would like to keep California
Avenue car-free and 97% favoring an extended closure of

Lloyd Lee

D

iners may rave about
downtown Palo Alto’s
flourishing outdoor dining scene, but for Elie Monarch
the ongoing closure of University Avenue to cars has been
anything but a boon.
Like most other retailers
throughout downtown, Monarch,
who owns Footwear Etc. on University, has seen business dwindle over the course of the pandemic. Many area restaurants
have since rebounded, boosted
by the city’s decision last year to
close University and a portion of
Ramona Street to car traffic to
facilitate outdoor dining.
Monarch’s stores in Walnut
Creek and San Mateo have rebounded nicely and have seen
business go up by 10% over
pre-pandemic levels in recent
months, he said. The Palo Alto
store, by contrast, is at about
50% of its pre-pandemic business, he told the Weekly.
“Most stores recovered very
fast once people were coming

A stretch of University Avenue in Palo Alto that has been closed to
car traffic since July 20 would revert to its former state on July 6,
under a proposal from City Manager Ed Shikada.
University to cars.
But despite the program’s
broad popularity, its end may
be near. With California now
on the path to fully “reopen”
on June 15, Shikada last week
proposed allowing cars back on
University and California Avenue starting on July 6 and Sept.
7, respectively.
In an interview, Shikada noted
that while many residents and
visitors like the convenience
of walking and dining in the
streets, some businesses have
suffered as a result of the closures. A new report cites the
experience of the retailer b8ta,
which is located in the 300 block
of University and has seen its

customer traffic drop 92% from
a comparable month pre-COVID-19, even as the rest of its
stores are recovering by between
5% and 10% on a relative basis
per week. The Palo Alto store
has “shown a declining recovery
month over month,” the report
states.
Shikada said the proposed
dates are far from final. But
with health restrictions easing,
the “state of emergency” conditions that enabled the city to
quickly adopt the street closures
last summer will no longer apply. Any long-term program,
Shikada noted, would require
(continued on page 31)

Answers to this week’s puzzles, which can be found on page 35.

PUBLIC SAFETY

Palo Alto breaks ground on
new public safety building
Council members, staff celebrate long-awaited project
By Gennady Sheyner

D

Gennady Sheyner

onning hard hats and reflective vests, Palo Alto
leaders gathered in a dirtpacked lot near California Avenue on Wednesday morning to
mark the beginning of the city’s
largest and most long-awaited
infrastructure project: the construction of the new public safety
building.
For a city that has been in social distancing mode since March
2020, the ceremony represented
in some ways a return to normal
as City Council members and
staff mingled inside the gated
construction site before proceeding to flip dirt with ceremonial
shovels.
For former Mayor Vic Ojakian, who in 2006 served on a
blue ribbon task force that first
recommended replacing the Police Department’s undersized and
seismically vulnerable headquarters at City Hall with a larger and
safer structure, the event felt long
overdue.
Ojakian recalled in an interview the commission’s review 15
years ago, which included visits
to 10 different police buildings in
the area. The survey underscored

Palo Alto Mayor Tom DuBois makes introductory remarks during
the groundbreaking ceremony at 250 Sherman Ave. for the city’s
new public safety building on June 2.
the many deficiencies of Palo Alto’s police headquarters, including its lack of sufficient space for
evidence storage, code-compliant
holding cells and sally ports (secured entryways for people in
custody).
“When you put it up against other buildings, you can’t even make
a comparison,” Ojakian said.

In the 15 years since the report,
the council has repeatedly reaffirmed its commitment to moving ahead with a new public safety building, though its plans were
repeatedly derailed by high costs
and a lack of a suitable site for
the new public safety building.
(continued on page 32)
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997 All Other Legals
NOTICE OF PETITION TO ADMINISTER ESTATE OF:
SANDER SALADINO BALLESTEROS
Case No.: 21PR189961
To all heirs, beneficiaries, creditors, contingent
creditors, and persons who may otherwise
be interested in the will or estate, or both, of
SANDER SALADINO BALLESTEROS.
A Petition for Probate has been filed by: PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATOR OF THE COUNTY OF SANTA
CLARA in the Superior Court of California, County
of SANTA CLARA.
The Petition for Probate requests that: PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATOR OF THE COUNTY OF SANTA
CLARA be appointed as personal representative
to administer the estate of the decedent.
The petition requests the decedent’s will and
codicils, if any, be admitted to probate. The will
and any codicils are available for examination in
the file kept by the court.
The petition requests authority to administer the
estate under the Independent Administration of
Estates Act. (This authority will allow the personal
representative to take many actions without
obtaining court approval. Before taking certain
very important actions, however, the personal
representative will be required to give notice
to interested persons unless they have waived
notice or consented to the proposed action.)
The independent administration authority will
be granted unless an interested person files an
objection to the petition and shows good cause
why the court should not grant the authority.
A HEARING on the petition will be held on July
14, 2021 at 9:01 a.m. in Dept.: 13 of the Superior
Court of California, County of Santa Clara, located
at 191 N. First St., San Jose, CA, 95113.
If you object to the granting of the petition, you
should appear at the hearing and state your
objections or file written objections with the
court before the hearing. Your appearance may
be in person or by your attorney.
If you are a creditor or a contingent creditor
of the decedent, you must file your claim with
the court and mail a copy to the personal
representative appointed by the court within
the later of either (1) four months from the date
of first issuance of letters to a general personal
representative, as defined in section 58 (b) of
the California Probate Code, or (2) 60 days from
the date of mailing or personal delivery to you
of a notice under section 9052 of the California
Probate Code. Other California statutes and legal
authority may affect your rights as a creditor.
You may want to consult with an attorney
knowledgeable in California law.
You may examine the file kept by the court. If
you are a person interested in the estate, you
may file with the court a Request for Special
Notice (form DE-154) of the filing of an inventory
and appraisal of estate assets or of any petition
or account as provided in Probate Code section
1250. A Request for Special Notice form is
available from the court clerk.
Attorney for Petitioner:
Mark A. Gonzalez,
Lead Deputy County Counsel
373 W. Julian Street, Suite 300,
San Jose, CA 95110
(408) 758-4200
(PAW May 21, 28; June 4, 2021)
NOTICE OF PETITION TO ADMINISTER ESTATE OF:
JUDITH HACCOU
Case No.: 21PR190004
To all heirs, beneficiaries, creditors, contingent
creditors, and persons who may otherwise be
interested in the will or estate, or both, of JUDITH
HACCOU.
A Petition for Probate has been filed by: TANYA
J. HOBSON-BEGRAFT in the Superior Court of
California, County of SANTA CLARA.
The Petition for Probate requests that: TANYA J.
HOBSON-BEGRAFT be appointed as personal
representative to administer the estate of the
decedent.
The petition requests the decedent’s will and
codicils, if any, be admitted to probate. The will
and any codicils are available for examination in
the file kept by the court.
The petition requests authority to administer the
estate under the Independent Administration of
Estates Act. (This authority will allow the personal
representative to take many actions without
obtaining court approval. Before taking certain
very important actions, however, the personal
representative will be required to give notice
to interested persons unless they have waived
notice or consented to the proposed action.)
The independent administration authority will
be granted unless an interested person files an
objection to the petition and shows good cause
why the court should not grant the authority.
A HEARING on the petition will be held on July 7,
2021 at 9:01 a.m. in Dept.: 5 of the Superior Court
of California, County of Santa Clara, located at
191 N. First St., San Jose, CA, 95113.
If you object to the granting of the petition, you
should appear at the hearing and state your
objections or file written objections with the
court before the hearing. Your appearance may
be in person or by your attorney.
If you are a creditor or a contingent creditor
of the decedent, you must file your claim with

the court and mail a copy to the personal
representative appointed by the court within
the later of either (1) four months from the date
of first issuance of letters to a general personal
representative, as defined in section 58 (b) of
the California Probate Code, or (2) 60 days from
the date of mailing or personal delivery to you
of a notice under section 9052 of the California
Probate Code. Other California statutes and legal
authority may affect your rights as a creditor.
You may want to consult with an attorney
knowledgeable in California law.
You may examine the file kept by the court. If
you are a person interested in the estate, you
may file with the court a Request for Special
Notice (form DE-154) of the filing of an inventory
and appraisal of estate assets or of any petition
or account as provided in Probate Code section
1250. A Request for Special Notice form is
available from the court clerk.
Attorney for Petitioner:
Lisa M. Kajani/Deborah G. Kramer Radin
280 Second Street Suite 100
Los Altos, CA 94022
(650) 941-8600
(PAW May 28; June 4, 11, 2021)
Trustee Sale No. 8182 Loan No. PMF-001381
Title Order No. 91219653 NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S
SALE YOU ARE IN DEFAULT UNDER A DEED
OF TRUST DATED 06/08/2020. UNLESS YOU
TAKE ACTION TO PROTECT YOUR PROPERTY, IT
MAY BE SOLD AT A PUBLIC SALE. IF YOU NEED
AN EXPLANATION OF THE NATURE OF THE
PROCEEDINGS AGAINST YOU, YOU SHOULD
CONTACT A LAWYER. On 6/11/2021 at 10:00AM,
GOLDEN WEST FORECLOSURE SERVICE, INC. as
the duly appointed Trustee under and pursuant
to Deed of Trust Recorded on 06/12/2020
Instrument No.: 24504102 of official records in
the Office of the Recorder of Santa Clara County,
California, executed by: BOHATY VENTURES, LLC,
A CALIFORNIA LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY, as
Trustor, WILL SELL AT PUBLIC AUCTION TO THE
HIGHEST BIDDER FOR CASH (payable at time
of sale in lawful money of the United States,
by cash, a cashier’s check drawn by a state
or national bank, a check drawn by a state or
federal credit union, or a check drawn by a state
or federal savings and loan association, savings
association, or savings bank specified in section
5102 of the Financial Code and authorized to
do business in this state). At: THE GATED NORTH
MARKET STREET ENTRANCE OF THE SUPERIOR
COURTHOUSE, 191 N. FIRST STREET, SAN JOSE,
CA 95113, all right, title and interest conveyed to
and now held by it under said Deed of Trust in
the property situated in said County, California
describing the land therein: AS MORE FULLY
DESCRIBED IN SAID DEED OF TRUST. APN:
336-02-023 The property heretofore described
is being sold “as is”. The street address and
other common designation, if any, of the real
property described above is purported to be:
808 AMBER LANE, LOS ALTOS, CA 94024-4617.
The undersigned Trustee disclaims any liability
for any incorrectness of the street address and
other common designation, if any, shown herein.
Said sale will be made, but without covenant
or warranty, expressed or implied, regarding
title, possession, or encumbrances, to pay the
remaining principal sum of the note(s) secured
by said Deed of Trust, with interest thereon, as
provided in said note(s), advances, if any, under
the terms of the Deed of Trust, estimated fees,
charges and expenses of the Trustee and of
the trusts created by said Deed of Trust, to-wit:
$3,068,909.48 (Estimated). Accrued interest and
additional advances, if any, will increase this
figure prior to sale. The Beneficiary may elect to
bid less than the full credit bid. The beneficiary
under said Deed of Trust heretofore executed
and delivered to the undersigned a written
Declaration of Default and Demand for Sale,
and a written Notice of Default and Election
to Sell. The undersigned caused said Notice of
Default and Election to Sell to be recorded in
the county where the real property is located
and more than three months have elapsed
since such recordation. NOTICE TO POTENTIAL
BIDDERS: If you are considering bidding on
this property lien, you should understand that
there are risks involved in bidding at a trustee
auction. You will be bidding on a lien, not on
the property itself. Placing the highest bid at a
trustee auction does not automatically entitle
you to free and clear ownership of the property.
You should also be aware that the lien being
auctioned off may be a junior lien. If you are the
highest bidder at the auction, you are or may be
responsible for paying off all liens senior to the
lien being auctioned off, before you can receive
clear title to the property. You are encouraged
to investigate the existence, priority, and size of
outstanding liens that may exist on this property
by contacting the county recorder’s office or a
title insurance company, either of which may
charge you a fee for this information. If you
consult either of these resources, you should be
aware that the same lender may hold more than
one mortgage or deed of trust on the property.
NOTICE TO PROPERTY OWNER: The sale date
shown on this notice of sale may be postponed
one or more times by the mortgagee,
beneficiary, trustee, or a court, pursuant to
Section 2924g of the California Civil Code. The
law requires that information about trustee sale
postponements be made available to you and
to the public, as a courtesy to those not present
at the sale. If you wish to learn whether your sale
date has been postponed, and, if applicable, the
rescheduled time and date for the sale of this
property, you may call (916) 939-0772 or visit
this internet website www.nationwideposting.
com using the file number assigned to this case

8182. Information about postponements that
are very short in duration or that occur close in
time to the scheduled sale may not immediately
be reflected in the telephone information or
on the internet website. The best way to verify
postponement information is to attend the
scheduled sale. NOTICE TO TENANT: You may
have a right to purchase this property after the
trustee auction, pursuant to Section 2924m of
the California Civil Code. If you are an “eligible
tenant buyer,” you can purchase the property
if you match the last and highest bid placed at
the trustee auction. If you are an “eligible bidder,”
you may be able to purchase the property if
you exceed the last and highest bid placed at
the trustee auction. There are three steps to
exercising this right of purchase. First, 48 hours
after the date of the trustee sale, you can call
(916) 939-0772 or visit this internet website
www.nationwideposting.com using the file
number assigned to this case 8182 to find the
date on which the trustee’s sale was held, the
amount of the last and highest bid, and the
address of the trustee. Second, you must send a
written notice of intent to place a bid so that the
trustee receives it no more than 15 days after
the trustee’s sale. Third, you must submit a bid,
by remitting the funds and affidavit described in
Section 2924m(c) of the Civil Code, so that the
trustee receives it no more than 45 days after
the trustee’s sale. If you think you may qualify
as an “eligible tenant buyer” or “eligible bidder,”
you should consider contacting an attorney or
appropriate real estate professional immediately
for advice regarding this potential right to
purchase. 5/12/21 GOLDEN WEST FORECLOSURE
SERVICE, INC., as Trustee 611 Veterans Blvd.,
Suite 206, Redwood City, CA 94063-1401 (650)
369-2150 (Phone), (916) 939-0772 TRUSTEE’S
SALE INFORMATION Michael D. Orth, President
NPP0373998 To: PALO ALTO WEEKLY PUB:
05/21/2021, 05/28/2021, 06/04/2021
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR CHANGE OF
NAME SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF
CALIFORNIA FOR THE COUNTY OF SANTA
CLARA
Case No.: 21CV382035
TO ALL INTERESTED PERSONS:
Petitioner: GANG WU filed a petition with this
court for a decree changing names as follows:
GANG WU to GARY GANG WU
THE COURT ORDERS that all persons interested
in this matter appear before this court at the
hearing indicated below to show cause, if any,
why the petition for change of name should
not be granted. Any person objecting to the
name changes described above must file a
written objection that includes the reasons for
the objection at least two court days before
the matter is scheduled to be heard and must
appear at the hearing to show cause why the
petition should not be granted. If no written
objection is timely filed, the court may grant the
petition without a hearing.
NOTICE OF HEARING: July 27, 2021, 8:45
a.m., Dept.: Probate of the Superior Court of
California, County of Santa Clara, 191 N. First
Street, San Jose, CA 95113.
A copy of this ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE shall
be published at least once each week for
four successive weeks prior to the date set
for hearing on the petition in the following
newspaper of general circulation, printed in this
county:
PALO ALTO WEEKLY
Date: May 18, 2021
/s/ Julie A. Emede
JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT
(PAW May 28; June 4, 11, 18, 2021)
NOTICE TO CREDITORS OF BULK SALE
(SEC 6104,6105 U.C.C.)
Escrow No. 27943CC
Notice is hereby given to creditors of the within
named seller that a bulk sale is about to be
made of the assets described below.
The name and business address of the seller is:
DOUBLE S DE LA CRUZ, INC., 1040 GRANT ROAD,
SUITE 187, MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIFORNIA 94040
The location in California of the chief executive
office of the seller is: SAME
As listed by the seller, all other business names
and addresses used by the seller within three
years before the date such list was sent or
delivered to the buyer are: NONE
The name and business address of the buyer
are: ALYSA THAO NGUYEN AND LAWRENCE
TYLER HAN, 2805 GLEN DECKER CT., SAN JOSE,
CALIFORNIA 95148
The assets to be sold are described in general
as: INVENTORY, FIXED ASSETS (FURNITURE,
FIXTURES AND EQUIPMENT), GOODWILL,
LEASEHOLD IMPROVEMENTS AND OTHER
BUSINESS ASSETS and are located at: 1040
GRANT ROAD, SUITE 187, MOUNTAIN VIEW,
CALIFORNIA 94040
The business name used by the seller at that
location is: NEW WORLD PURE WATER
The anticipated date of the bulk sale is: JUNE 22,
2021 at: CRESCENT LAND TITLE COMPANY, 890
3RD ST, CRESCENT CITY, CA 95531.
The bulk sale is subject to California Uniform
Commercial Code Section 6106.2.
If so subject, the name and address of the
person with whom claims may be filed is:
CRESCENT LAND TITLE COMPANY, 890 3RD ST,
CRESCENT CITY, CA 95531.
And the last date for filing claims shall be JUNE
21, 2021, which is the business day before the
sale date specified above.
Dated: MAY 19, 2021
ALYSA THAO NGUYEN AND LAWRENCE TYLER
HAN
326637 PALO ALTO WEEKLY 6/4/21

Call Alicia Santillan at 650-223-6578 or email asantillan@paweekly.com for legal advertising.
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Upfront

News Digest
City, county join forces for fire protection
With another dangerous wildfire season on the horizon, the Palo
Alto Fire Department is teaming up with the Santa Clara County
Fire Department and Los Altos Hills to fully staff its foothills fire
station between June 15 and the end of October.
Under an agreement that the City Council unanimously approved
on Tuesday, the city and the county will take turns in providing
staffing at Fire Station 8, with Palo Alto providing firefighters for
the first two weeks of the agreement and the two agencies then
rotating on a monthly basis. Los Altos Hills County Fire District
will provide funding for the staffing in the foothills under the oneyear agreement, which could be extended for four additional years.
In approving the deal, fire officials and council members alluded to last year’s devastating wildfire season, which scorched more
than 4 million acres across the state, and the ongoing drought,
which is fueling predictions of an even deadlier season this year.
The agreement calls for fire personnel to staff Station 8 earlier and
more consistently than they had in the past.
Acting Fire Chief Brian Glass of Santa Clara County Fire told
the council Tuesday that the partnership allows the agencies to
work together on protecting numerous jurisdictions in the area,
including Palo Alto, Los Altos Hills and the Monte Bello, Rancho
San Antonio and Los Trancos open space preserves.
The council enthusiastically supported the agreement. Q
— Gennady Sheyner

Council prepares for in-person meetings
After more than a year of meeting over Zoom from the comforts of their homes, members of the Palo Alto City Council are in
no rush to return to their traditional perch in the Council Chambers. But with the COVID-19 pandemic seemingly entering its
final phase and California leaders preparing to fully reopen the
state for business on June 15, local officials — like their counterparts across the nation — are wrestling with the question of what
to do once the City Hall doors reopen. On Tuesday night, as they
considered the post-pandemic future, council members broadly
agreed that virtual meetings are one symptom of the pandemic
that they would like to see retained, at least in part, in perpetuity.
While the new normal has made things convenient for both
council members and residents, who no longer have to travel to
City Hall to make their voices heard, it will become legally dubious once the Ralph M. Brown Act again becomes the law of the
land when the state fully reopends.
Even though the picture remains hazy as several proposed bills
aimed to change the public meeting process wind through the
state’s legislative process, council members made it clear on Tuesday that they have no desire to return to the old ways. The council
is preparing to reconsider its own meeting policies, including
one that limits council members’ ability to participate remotely
to three times per year. Even so, Mayor Tom DuBois suggested
Monday that he would still like to see most council members attend meetings in person once sanctions lift. Q
—Gennady Sheyner

East Palo Alto pledges $2M for affordable housing
Residents of the Palo Mobile Estates mobile home park in East
Palo Alto may have the opportunity this summer to purchase the
lots they’re currently renting. The city of East Palo Alto plans to
help them do so. The City Council on Tuesday night voted to loan
$2 million from its affordable housing fund to help residents,
who are mostly low-income, purchase their lot and stay housed
at the park.
Palo Mobile Estates Associates, which currently owns the park
located at 1885 E. Bayshore Road, is in the process of applying
for a subdivision, which means turning the park into independent
sellable units. This means that residents occupying spots at the
park can choose to purchase their lots.
However, the lots could be valued at $260,000 for individual
lots to $325,000 for double-wide lots, according to a staff report.
A resident survey showed that most residents are interested in
purchasing their lot but would require financial assistance, about
$100,000 per family, to do so.
The council’s $2 million loan would go to two community
housing organizations: East Palo Alto Community Alliance and
Neighborhood Development Organization (EPA Can Do) and
Preserving Affordable Housing Assets Longterm Inc. (PAHALI).
EPA Can Do is a nonprofit affordable housing developer and
PAHALI is a community land trust. Both organizations will use
the funding to help residents purchase their lots. Q
—Bay City News

Upfront
TRANSPORTATION

City finds allies in battle
against airplane noise
After several failed attempts, Palo Alto may be allowed
to join SFO Community Roundtable

P

alo Alto is poised to join
an exclusive club that for
more than 20 years has
been declining to have the city
as a member but that local officials believe may help them
address the irksome issue of
airplane noise.
The city is on its way to becoming the first Santa Clara
County city to join the SFO
Community Roundtable, a coalition that since its establishment
in 1981 only offered membership to elected leaders from San
Francisco and San Mateo County cities and key transportation
officials affiliated with the San
Francisco International Airport.
Palo Alto’s expected entry
into the club would follow at
least six prior requests by the
city to join — overtures that go
back to 1997 but that have become louder since the Federal
Aviation Administration began
instituting its NextGen Initiative in 2014. The federal program established three arrival
routes over Palo Alto, leading to
a sharp spike in air traffic and
noise complaints.
To date, every attempt from
Palo Alto to join the Roundtable
had faltered in the face of political headwinds. Sitting members
had argued that the group was
created primarily for jurisdictions closest to the airport and
that expanding membership
would dilute their voices. That
changed on Wednesday night,
when the majority of the group
agreed that Palo Alto should be

allowed to join. To that end, the
Roundtable voted to establish a
subcommittee that will come up
with criteria for admitting new
members. The committee will
also consider funding mechanisms for supporting the expanded Roundtable going forward.
While the motion didn’t specifically name Palo Alto, members made it clear during the
discussion that it was the city’s
repeated requests and persistent
engagement in Roundtable operations that are driving the conversation. The majority of the
members agreed that with NextGen in effect, Palo Alto deserves
to have a voice in the discussion
of airplane noise impacts.
Palo Alto received a particularly strong boost from Roundtable members representing cities
in southern San Mateo County,
including Portola Valley, Atherton and Woodside. SFO Airport
Director Ivar Satero also threw
his support behind Palo Alto.
The huge impact that NextGen
has had on the city is “clear as
day,” he said.
“I never thought of ‘communities’ as having boundaries,”
Satero said. “I thought of them
as those communities that are
impacted by SFO operations.”
Roundtable Chair Ricardo
Ortiz, who serves as vice mayor
in Burlingame, had voted several times against allowing Palo
Alto to join. On Wednesday, he
changed his position and said
he was “cautiously in favor” of
admitting the city. Ortiz said he

was impressed by the city’s participation in Roundtable meetings over the past four years
and suggested that because the
group’s existing members share
many of Palo Alto’s concerns,
the city’s entry into the club
coalition will not significantly
impact the group’s operations or
raise costs.
Jeff Aalfs, a Portola Valley
town council member who represents the town on the Roundtable, said he favors admitting
Palo Alto immediately, though
he went along with the more
cautious and methodical approach favored by Ortiz and
most of his other colleagues: establish admission criteria, revise
the memorandum of understanding that governs the organization and then let Palo Alto into
the group.
“If you ignore political boundaries, there’s no question in my
mind that Palo Alto is a stakeholder in the operation of the
San Francisco Airport,” Aalfs
said.
Atherton City Council member Bill Widmer also said he is
in favor of admitting Palo Alto.
He cited the city’s participation
in discussions pertaining to airport operations and lauded the
efforts of residents who have
been regularly attending Roundtable meetings to weigh in on
the issue of airplane noise.
“I find them to be extremely
well-educated and thoughtful
in their comments. I feel they
come prepared,” Widmer said.

Reopening

news for all of us as restaurant
owners.” Restaurants, he wrote
to the council, have “invested
much into this effort and have
been able to employ many
people that are a part of this
community.
“We are just beginning to recoup the benefits of the countless hours of time and thousands
of dollars spent by each respective business invested to recreate
our operations outdoors,” Carrubba wrote.
Pamela Walsh, who owns an
art gallery next to Coupa Café
on Ramona, also said she was
“utterly shocked” to learn about
the new timeline. Reopening the
downtown streets this summer
would be “a tragic change of
course for all my neighbors who
have fought so hard this past
year to stay afloat.
“We are finally getting a
steady flow of business as
weather has improved and the
population is getting vaccinated,” Walsh wrote to the council.

“As a retailer, I can tell you that
this is a vast improvement from
the quiet days of December and
January.”
The debate is somewhat less
fierce on California Avenue,
where the outdoor dining program has been broadly popular.
Shikada noted, however, that the
city has heard concerns from
restaurants on side streets that
have not seen the benefits that
their counterparts on the main
stretch have experienced. Mike
Stone of Mollie Stone’s Market
also complained at the April 19
council meeting that his business has suffered as a result of
the closure.
The council is scheduled to
weigh in on the proposal on June
22. If the city were to move to
reopen University and California Avenue in July and September, at least some elements of
the new outdoor-dining scene
will almost certainly outlast the
pandemic.
The parklet program, which

(continued from page 29)

an environmental analysis that
considers, among other things,
traffic impacts.
“It is a difficult role for the city
to be in — to be picking winners and losers,” Shikada said.
“On an issue like this, where we
know that there’s a clear division of perspectives — going
through a process, whether it’s
a consultation process that we’re
in right now or longer-term planning process, is a prudent next
step for us.”
Not everyone is thrilled about
the new timeline. For many
residents and restaurateurs, the
city’s dining program has quite
literally been a breath of fresh
air in a dismal year, and they are
loathe to see it end prematurely.
Giuseppe Carrubba, owner of
Osteria Toscana and Caffe Riace, called the new end dates for
the street closures “disquieting

Courtesy Bill Larkins

By Gennady Sheyner

Palo Alto may soon be allowed to join the SFO Community Roundtable.
“I think they would be extremely additive to what we’re doing.”
The response from representatives closest to the airport
was far more mixed, with some
welcoming Palo Alto and others
vociferously opposing the city’s
admission. The most vocal opponent was Millbrae Mayor Ann
Schneider, who suggested that
the Roundtable already spends
too much time listening to Palo
Alto’s problems at the expense
of cities like her own, which
wants to see more attention paid
to ground-based noise. She said
she has “just watched years of
(her) life being eaten up by the
people of Palo Alto.”
“In the last six months of the
year, they have taken the bulk
of our time,” Schneider said of
Palo Alto residents. “What is to
say that once they are a member,
that isn’t all we deal with?”
Terry O’Connell, a Brisbane
City Council member, also said
that with Palo Alto aboard the
Roundtable may spend too much
time on airplane arrivals and not
enough on departures, an issue
of concern to her community.
“I appreciate all the help and
the technical information that
people from Palo Alto bring
to our Roundtable,” O’Connell
said. “I also see that they have
a lot of political clout and they

have a lot of really impressive,
well-versed people. But I do
think that we get bogged down
in arrivals to a tremendous
amount, even if it’s not on our
agenda.”
The Roundtable’s change in
direction spells a victory for the
Palo Alto City Council, which
has struggled to address the issue of airplane noise, and the
citizens group Sky Posse, which
has been at the forefront of the
city’s effort to combat NextGen’s impacts. Several Palo Alto
residents attended the Wednesday meeting to urge the Roundtable to grant Palo Alto membership. Marie-Jo Fremont, a
longtime proponent of addressing airplane noise, suggested
that the Roundtable’s criteria are
“outdated.”
“They were established preNextGen and do not reflect the
reality of impacts,” Fremont
said.
Resident Subodh Iyengar said
letting Palo Alto into the group
would be a “fair thing to do.”
“I believe Palo Alto residents
share a lot of the same issues as
other cities in the Roundtable. ...
I think Palo Alto can be a great
addition,” Iyengar said. Q
Email Staff Writer Gennady
Sheyner
at
gsheyner@
paweekly.com.

allowed outdoor patios to be
constructed on the street in
front of restaurants, was established on an emergency basis
and will likely be extended,
with the council scheduled to
adopt on June 7 an ordinance
that would stretch the program
beyond the local state of emergency. City officials are also
looking to refine the program
to make sure new parklets meet
the city’s design guidelines and
that they do not extend in front
of neighboring businesses unless those businesses agree.
While the proposed ordinance
would extend the parklet program until Dec. 31, in line with
the council’s April direction,
Palo Alto is also looking ahead
for a broader discussion about
the future of outdoor dining.
The council had set aside
$150,000 for urban-design work
on street closures, and staff has
been floating other ideas, including limiting street closures
to weekends and charging rent

to restaurants that use public
streets as dining areas. Shikada
noted that any such plan would
require much more outreach to
businesses and residents — as
well as an environmental analysis — before it’s implemented.
“Let’s say, if it’s (a) Friday
evening to Monday morning
closure — does that work? Can
people agree that this is the
plan that’s worth advancing?”
Shikada said. “We’re going to
need some time to work through
the design process, conduct outreach to businesses at large and
to make a decision.” Q
Email Staff Writer Gennady
Sheyner
at
gsheyner@
paweekly.com.

TALK ABOUT IT

PaloAltoOnline.com
Do you favor earlier reopenings to
traffic of University and California
avenues? Share your opinion on
Town Square, the community
discussion forum at PaloAltoOnline.
com/square.
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Upfront
PUBLIC SAFETY

New task force confiscates 1,500
pounds of explosives within 1 month
Group cracks down on illegal fireworks in East Palo Alto, Menlo Park
By Sue Dremann

D

other working residents’ sleep,
she said.
The fireworks problem is not
unique to East Palo Alto. A CNN
story from last year revealed a
more than 2,000% increase in
fireworks complaints in some
cities nationwide, Gauthier noted.
City leaders suspect part of the
increase was due to the COVID-19 pandemic and cancellation
of public fireworks shows, which
put commercial-grade explosives
on the retail market.
The impact has been severe for
some families, veterans and pets.
Dr. M. Raeem Ghorieshi, a Palo
Alto psychiatrist, said fireworks
can trigger post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD) in people, including war veterans. The person
with PTSD can re-experience the
trauma — what some call flashbacks — and the impact is devastating. He noted that many war
veterans live in the community
and on the Veterans Administration campus on Willow Road.
He has also seen the effects
firsthand.
“My wife was a child during
an armed conflict. It is extremely
difficult. It brings up memories,”
he said.
Ghorieshi also has pets.
“If you can imagine a
130-pound German shepherd
barking every time an explosion
goes off,” he said.
In addition, each explosion can
pack a concussive force that can
be felt before each colorful sparkle spans the sky.
“You can hear and feel the lofting charge (the precursor that lifts
the fireworks). It can be jarring,”
he said.
East Palo Alto resident Casey

CityView
A round-up

of Palo Alto government action this week

City Council (June 1)

Fire: The council approved an agreement with Santa Clara County Fire
Department and the Los Altos Hills Fire District for staffing at Fire Station 8
during the wildfire season. Yes: Unanimous
Economy: The council directed staff to hire a consultant for development of
an economic development strategy, which will consider ways to bolster local
hotels and additional opportunities to increase revenues and services. Before
the 6-1 vote on the consultant, an alternate proposal to hire a staff member to
steer the city’s economic development was rejected 3-4, with Burt, Kou and
Stone voting in favor. Yes: Burt, Cormack, DuBois, Filseth, Kou, Tanaka
No: Stone
Commissions: The council approved setting of term limits for local boards
and commissions. The new rules allow for three three-year terms for the
Architectural Review Board, the Historic Resources Board, Human Relations
Commission, Parks and Recreation Commission, Public Art Commission and
Utilities Advisory Commission and for two four-year terms for the Planning
and Transportation Commission and the Stormwater Management Oversight
Committee. The council also agreed to consolidate recruitment of new
commission members, with the goal of having all terms begin in March. Yes:
Burt, DuBois, Filseth, Kou, Stone, Tanaka
No: Cormack

Utilities Advisory Commission (June 2)
Wildfire plan: The commission received an update on the city’s Wildfire
Mitigation Plan. Action: None
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Kellogg and her husband have
two small children, ages 3 and
6. They spent many nights in
the past eight years comforting
their children. While the older
child has grown accustomed to
the noise, the 3-year-old has not,
Kellogg said.
“We spent most nights leading
up to July 4 rocking her in her
room: five, 10, 15 times a night.
She has developed a sensitivity
to other noises. She won’t sleep
without earplugs regardless of the
time of day,” Kellogg said.
Last year, they boarded up her
bedroom window to dampen the
sound, she said. Their pediatrician said it sounds like their
daughter has PTSD. The family
has now engaged a pediatric psychologist to address their daughter’s sleep issues.
The fireworks have serious,
detrimental impacts beyond
noise, Gauthier noted. They create clouds of smoke that “contain
harmful fumes and toxic dust that
impact air quality,” she said.
In the current drought, the
fireworks are especially dangerous and can set off wildfires, she
added.
Menlo Park Fire Chief Harold
Schapelhouman said firefighters
and paramedics have responded
to house fires, car accidents and
injured people, noting last year
someone lost an eye, due to fireworks, he said. People have driven head-on into other cars while
driving and looking up to view
the colorful displays, he said.
“We’ve chased a lot of fires in
this town. We’ve seen fingers and
hands blown off,” Schapelhouman said.
“It starts sooner now; the good
news is there’s less gunfire than in
the past,” he said.
Menlo Park Fire Marshal Jon
Johnston said that last year firefighters attended to three field
grass fires ignited by fireworks.
A small accessory dwelling unit
also burned in Menlo Park.
Liu said police officers need the

Groundbreaking
(continued from page 29)

The effort gained momentum in
2014 after a specially appointed Infrastructure Blue Ribbon
Committee listed the new facility as a top priority and the City
Council included it in its infrastructure plan.
In February, after some debate
about whether the project at 250
Sherman Ave. should be deferred
yet again in light of the city’s
ongoing budget challenges, the
council voted to approve a $92.3
million contract with Swinerton

Sue Dremann

etermined to prevent a
repeat of last year’s overwhelming barrage of fireworks explosions in the weeks
leading up to July 4, the cities of
East Palo Alto and Menlo Park
have formed a joint fireworks
task force that has already confiscated 1,500 pounds of illegal
explosives in the past month, police said.
The task force, which includes
the East Palo Alto and Menlo
Park police departments and
the Menlo Park Fire Protection
District, is working to prevent
another record-setting season of
illegal fireworks. The task force’s
crackdown comes as the San Mateo County Board of Supervisors
approved a stricter ordinance for
anyone caught with the explosives. The ordinance applies only
to the unincorporated areas of the
county.
East Palo Alto police Cmdr.
Jeff Liu said people won’t necessarily notice the task force, but
may already experience improvements in their neighborhoods.
The seizure of 1,500 pounds of
illegal fireworks is “a lot,” he
added, and residents might find
the two cities are quieter than last
year.
On May 27, East Palo Alto
sponsored a community town
hall meeting to discuss its efforts
and to work toward changing the
culture that has led to the out-ofcontrol explosions.
City Council member Lisa
Gauthier said the impact on her
pets of the eardrum-splitting detonations “is heartbreaking.” The
disruptive blasts, some of which
happen as late as midnight, rattle
windows and disturb her and

East Palo Alto and Menlo Park police departments have formed a
joint task force to confiscate illegal fireworks.
public to report the illegal fireworks, even though their fleeting
nature makes it difficult to catch
someone in the act, a requirement
for a citation. No fireworks are
legal in East Palo Alto, including
those considered “safe and sane.”
All have the potential to cause
fires, he noted.
People can report an incident
by anonymously emailing or
calling the fireworks task-force
tip line at epa@tipnow.org or
650-409-6792.
“We need the address where
they are setting them off and the
names of people,” if people know
which of their neighbors are causing the problem, he said. “Photos
and videos would be extremely
helpful.”
At the May 27 meeting, Johnston showed a video of a home
that exploded into a ball of flames
in Ontario, California, due to fireworks storage. He said the distributors in East Palo Alto aren’t
as large as the one in Ontario, but
they do exist.
Liu said if residents notice a
truck or van dropping off or delivering a load of fireworks, they
should take down the license
plate number and take a video
with their phone if they can do so
safely.
Concerned about a repeat of
last year’s devastating wildfires
as the state experiences its second year of serious drought, the
San Mateo County Board of Supervisors unanimously approved
an ordinance on May 18 that levies a $1,000 fine for each incident
of possession, storage, use or sale
of illegal fireworks, a tenfold increase over the previous fine for

first-time offenses.
The ordinance, which was last
updated 35 years ago, also holds
owners accountable if violations
occur on their property.
“Because of climate change
and prolonged drought, our fire
season is longer and more dangerous than ever, and that is why it is
important to update our fireworks
ordinance to prevent a catastrophic wildfire,” San Mateo County
Supervisor Don Horsley, who cosponsored the ordinance, said in a
written statement. “Updating our
ordinances to better deter against
the use of illegal fireworks helps
protect our forests, families, and
communities.”
Gauthier said the East Palo
Alto City Council could consider
updating its ordinance as well.
Fire officials and some local
residents said they feel people
should be fined heavily but not
be given criminal records. Instead, they hope to create a cultural shift so that residents who
use fireworks illegally will come
to understand their responsibility
to their neighbors and to look out
for each other.
Whether the culture behind the
fireworks could shift due to incentives, relentless education or
other programs, Johnston said it
will take a decade to make meaningful change.
“East Palo Alto can be a trendsetter,” in terms of changing
the fireworks culture. “It can be
something the community can be
proud about,” Johnston said. Q
Email Staff Writer Sue
Dremann at sdremann@
paweekly.com.

Builders to construct the facility,
which will house the Police Department and Fire Department
headquarters as well as the city’s
Office of Emergency Services.
Swinerton also completed
last year the construction of the
city’s new parking garage, which
is located on an adjacent site at
350 Sherman Ave.
Mayor Tom DuBois, who attended the Wednesday ceremony along with Vice Mayor Pat
Burt and council members Alison Cormack and Greer Stone,
called the public safety building
a “huge project” for the city.
“This has been in the works

for a very long time,” DuBois
said. “It’s very hard sometimes
to get large projects like this off
the ground, so it’s quite an accomplishment. I think we should
all be proud of finally getting
this project going.”
The project is scheduled to be
completed in summer of 2023. Q
Email Staff Writer Gennady
Sheyner
at
gsheyner@
paweekly.com.

SEE MORE ONLINE

PaloAltoOnline.com

Watch the groundbreaking ceremony
video on Palo AltoOnline.com.

Upfront
EAST PALO ALTO

Council member’s attempt to fire city
attorney met with outrage, accusations
Mayor, vice mayor say Antonio Lopez’s tactics amount to a ‘power move’
By Sue Dremann

A

Magali Gauthier

n East Palo Alto City
Council member’s effort
late last month to hastily
convene a closed meeting and terminate the city attorney has drawn
a fiery rebuke from the city’s mayor and vice mayor, who called it a
“power move” and possibly illegal.
Council member Antonio Lopez, who was elected last November, emailed the council on May
18, announcing that he and two
colleagues, Lisa Gauthier and Regina Wallace-Jones, had formed
a quorum to call an “emergency
meeting” two days later to discuss
termination of the city attorney.
City Attorney Rafael Alvarado is
currently away on family leave.
The email took Mayor Carlos
Romero and Vice Mayor Ruben
Abrica by surprise. Neither had
been asked to attend the meeting
nor informed of any issues regarding Alvarado. Lopez had circumvented the usual procedure of asking the mayor to put the item on
the agenda for the next meeting,
Romero and Abrica said.
Romero and Abrica refused to
attend the May 20 closed session,
but they did show up for the public
portion of the meeting. Before the
other three council members went
into the closed session, the senior
members gave them an earful.
Abrica called the rushed meeting “a power move” and a disservice to transparency and community input.
“Whether a meeting is called
by the mayor, as is the normal
procedure, or imposed by three
members as is the case here, the
matter should be approached with
respect for the public to be notified with plenty of time so they
may comment or ask questions
about any potential major decisions. For today, barely 24 hours’
notice was given and the purpose
of the closed session is now hidden
from the public,” he said, reading
a letter he wrote to the community
into the public record during the
May 20 meeting.
“This closed-session meeting
is a very troubling example of
secrecy and underhanded tactics
to avoid facing the public. It’s an
assault on our local institution of
government, intended to democratically serve the people, not the
egos of politicians. I, for one, will
not participate in this farce of a
‘closed’ session. There are real urgent needs of the community to be
addressed instead of this destructive power game playing,” he said.
Romero stressed the need for a
fair, transparent process to evaluate the city attorney rather than
a rush to judgment. The council
supervises just two employees: the
city manager and the city attorney.
“Any termination or discussion
of the termination of any employee

Antonio Lopez
of ours must be accompanied by
a thorough, full discussion with
counsel. The liability you are imposing upon this city by doing this
in an expedited, thoughtless manner will put this city and its administration in jeopardy,” Romero
said.
Romero and Abrica also allege
the closed meeting might not have
been convened legally. Lopez’s
email categorized the session as
an “emergency” and identified the
city attorney as the subject of the
confidential personnel meeting.
Shortly thereafter, Lopez corrected his first email to state that
the meeting would instead be a
“special closed session” and the
topic would be on a “public employee discipline/dismissal/release,” no longer specifying the
city attorney.
Tempers flared on May 20,
as Romero and Abrica rebuked
their three colleagues. WallaceJones said the accusations were
unfounded.
“This feels disrespectful and
belittling,” she said. “Let’s make it
very clear: This is a public process
in which council members can
indeed express their opinions and
more importantly, express their
concerns.”
Gauthier took exception to being
berated by Romero.
“I am your colleague. Treat me
as such!” she told Romero during
the meeting.
On May 25, she told the Weekly
that she thought it would have been
best for all council members to be
in the room for the closed meeting.
She also hoped the council could
come together collegially.
“Unfortunately, two of my colleagues were belittling and accusatory to other council members. We
are not subordinate to them. I hope
we can get to a point where there’s
more respect on the council,” she
said.
Romero said during the meeting that the correction of the announcement (from “emergency”
to “special” and from identifying
Alvarado to not identifying him

as the subject of possible termination) came too late and could
subject the city to expensive
litigation.
Pulling back on the original
language doesn’t change the error,
Romero said.
“Trying to legitimize it by calling it a special meeting does not
give a pig another name. The lipstick doesn’t change the fact that
it continues to be an illegitimate
meeting,” he said.
Interim City Attorney Valerie
Armento, who is filling in for Alvarado while he is away, said Lopez’s first email did not comport
with the Ralph M. Brown Act, the
state’s government transparency
law that dictates the kinds of issues that justify declaration of an
emergency closed session.
“A work stoppage or something
that would severely affect public
health and safety; a terrorist attack
or something like that,” she said.
Lopez’s first email “was not accurate with regard to the need for
an emergency closed session,” she
added.
Regarding naming Alvarado,
Armento said that while the Brown
Act states a special meeting must
say what the agenda item is about,
it is not typical to name the individual in a personnel matter. She
did not state that doing so is illegal,
however.
Romero and Abrica also raised
concerns that Lopez, WallaceJones and Gauthier, in conferring
to set up the special meeting, may
have also discussed the city attorney’s performance, which would
constitute another violation of the
Brown Act.
Under the Brown Act, the majority cannot meet or communicate
privately to discuss matters outside
of a legal meeting because, in that
case, no formal notice would have
been given to the public of the discussion, Romero said.
Gauthier, however, said at the
May 20 meeting that she did not
discuss Alvarado with the other
council members. On May 25,
she said during an interview that
when Lopez asked for the emergency meeting, he didn’t go into
details about his concerns regarding Alvarado. She agreed to attend
because she wanted to understand
what was going on.
“I didn’t know if something urgent was going on or if there was
a crisis,” she said. She went to the
meeting because she didn’t want
to discuss the issue outside of a
formal meeting or to violate the
Brown Act, she added.
Abrica and Romero said in
follow-up interviews that they remain baffled by Lopez’s actions,
and why he felt his concerns about
a city attorney they respect and
with whom they find no fault rose

to the level of an emergency and
termination.
They also questioned why Lopez
chose an end run around the mayor
and vice mayor to schedule a meeting and didn’t bring the matter up
through the usual procedure that
involves the mayor.
Lopez did indicate during the
council’s May 18 meeting that he
wants the council to open up the
selection of agenda items to all
five council members, which, he
said, would be more “democratic.”
But Romero and Abrica said the
process is already democratic. If
the mayor doesn’t include a requested item on the next meeting’s
agenda, the council member can
make the request during a public
meeting and a vote can be taken
by the council for the item’s inclusion at the next meeting. The
council member can also draft a
“colleague’s memo” requesting
discussion of the topic for the other
members to vote on. Such procedures are standard in city councils.

A related or unrelated
investigation?
While Abrica and Romero say
they are unaware of the reason
for Lopez’s urgency, Abrica said
during the May 20 meeting that
he’s concerned that the effort to
fire Alvarado might be linked to
a recent and separate personnel
investigation.
On May 25, however, Lopez
released a statement to clarify his
reasons for wanting to potentially
terminate Alvarado.
He said he “will be seeking to
hire a working city attorney that

is present and serves the city in a
manner that is organizationally
efficient.
“As the city attorney is the highest paid position within the city of
East Palo Alto being paid a total
of $228,225 plus benefits, and a
total compensation package for
the attorney’s office of $858,935
proposed for FY 21-22, Councilmember Lopez is seeking to create
long-term cost savings, and in the
process, to re-invest those savings
into critical city services,” the announcement said, referring to Lopez in the third person.
“Our city attorney has demonstrated an inability to serve the
needs of an ever-changing community. Staff needs an attorney
who is present for the day-to-day
operations of the city,” Lopez
wrote. “While he is present for
public meetings, I have seen firsthand the strain that his general absence causes on our city’s day to
day operations.”
Romero, who read the press release, said on May 25 that it publicly airs unsubstantiated complaints
about the city attorney before Alvarado even has a chance to know
or address the accusations. It was
“almost an indictment of the city
attorney through a press release. It
is akin to a public execution of his
reputation,” he said.
When contacted for an interview by this media organization,
Alvarado said that while he appreciated the opportunity, “I have no
comments about the matter at this
time.” Q
Email Staff Writer Sue
Dremann at sdremann@
paweekly.com.

Public Agenda
A preview of Palo Alto government meetings next week
CITY COUNCIL ... The council plans to consider suspending assessments
for the Downtown Business Improvement District; adopt an ordinance to
allow medical uses at Town & Country Village; approve the 2020 Urban
Water Management Plan; and consider changes to the fiscal year 2020
budget. The virtual meeting will begin at 5 p.m. on Monday, June 7. Those
wishing to participate by Zoom can do so by dialing 669-900-6833 and
using Meeting ID: 362 027 238.
COUNCIL POLICY AND SERVICES COMMITTEE ... The committee
plans to review the city auditor’s task orders for fiscal year 2022, receive
an update on the city’s recent work pertaining to race and equity and
discuss updates to the council’s procedures and protocols handbook. The
virtual meeting will begin at 7 p.m. on Tuesday, June 8. Those wishing to
participate by Zoom can do so by dialing 669-900-6833 and using Meeting
ID: 946 1874 4621.
BOARD OF EDUCATION ... The board is scheduled to hold a public hearing
for Local Control and Accountability Plans; discuss the LCAP budget,
literacy program and teacher certification; review its psychology textbook
adoption and professional learning plans; and adopt the Elementary
Language Arts curriculum. The meeting will begin at 6:30 p.m. on
Tuesday, June 8. Those wishing to participate, can get the Zoom link at
go.boarddocs.com/ca/pausd/Board.nsf/Public.
PLANNING AND TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION ... The commission
will review objective standards for proposed developments and discuss its
annual work plan. The virtual meeting will begin at 6 p.m. on Wednesday,
June 9. Those wishing to participate by Zoom can do so by dialing 669900-6833 and using Meeting ID: 916 4155 9499.
HUMAN RELATIONS COMMISSION ... The commission is scheduled to
discuss a contingency plan for a potential funding increase for Human
Services Resource Allocation Process in fiscal year 2022; hear an update
on the initiative “100 Community Conversations on Race” and consider a
response to the City Council about the proposed fiscal year 2022 operating
budget. The meeting will begin at 6 p.m. on Thursday, June 10. Those
wishing to participate by Zoom can do so by dialing 669-900-6833 and
using Meeting ID: 919 9454 8701. Q
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101 PRIMROSE WAY, PALO ALTO

BY APPT ONLY

3 BEDROOMS | 2 BATHS | 1,658 SF HOME | 6,169 SF LOT
This stunning home is located on one of the most coveted streets in the highly-desired Green Gables community. Interior living spaces are
thoughtfully designed, including a tranquil guest bedroom with a vaulted ceiling and skylight. The primary suite features a spa-like bathroom
that will melt your everyday stress away plus direct access to the beautiful rear yard. Modern kitchen includes a dining area and upscale
appliances, including two ovens for entertaining. Living room features a fireplace and a dining area open to the side patio for convenient al
fresco dining. Elegant refinished hardwood floors throughout the home compliment the upgraded windows and new paint. Not to be missed
is the lush rear yard with a large brick patio and walkways. Desirable and convenient location close to the Main Library, Palo Alto Art Center,
Children’s Library, Children’s Jr. Museum & Zoo, parks, and excellent schools (Duveneck Elementary, Greene Middle, Palo Alto High).
OFFERED AT $ 3,398,000 | 101PRIMROSEWAY.COM

REALTOR
EA
AL
LTOR®
LTO

6JKUKPHQTOCVKQPYCUUWRRNKGFD[VJKTFRCTV[UQWTEGU5CNGU#UUQEKCVGDGNKGXGUVJKUKPHQTOCVKQPKUEQTTGEVDWVJCUPQVXGTKŔGFVJKUKPHQTOCVKQPCPFCUUWOGUPQNGICN
TGURQPUKDKNKV[HQTKVUCEEWTCE[$W[GTUJQWNFXGTKH[CEEWTCE[CPFKPXGUVKICVGVQ$W[GTɜUQYPUCVKUHCEVKQP

650.399.0121 | davidlucasrealestate.com | davidlucas@sereno.com | DRE 02114304
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Upfront

Gunn
(continued from page 5)

and that she didn’t belong.
The next four years became a
time when she found and built
a meaningful identity, however.
There was consistency in returning to those desks; they became
“a symbol of community,” — one
that became even more profound
after she could no longer sit in
them among her peers and had to
study remotely.
Through patience and persistence, and with perspective, she
found a new respect for differences and her community, she said.
Giselle Cornelio-Larios, the ceremony’s second student speaker,
said that adjusting to the pandemic

Paly
(continued from page 5)

hoping that tomorrow would once
again be normal.
Jonathan Sneh, the student
speaker of the night, used Spikeball — a popular campus sport —
as the emblem of “the best things
about Paly” and the Class of 2021.
“Our community is strong, and
anyone can feel welcome and be
a part of it, just like with Spikeball,” Sneh said. “I can come up
to anyone with a ball in hand and
ask them if they want to play and
we’ll be rallying in seconds.”

was challenging due to the premature death of her grandfather.
The third of five children, she said
Gunn consistently provided her
with financial, emotional and unconditional support. A Menlo Park
resident who transferred through
the Tinsley Program, she “never
felt anything but welcome” in her
culture, beliefs and ideas, she said.
She took advanced math classes
and struggled; then she realized
that giving up was not in her
character. She reached out for
support from her math teachers
who helped her succeed, she said.
Now, looking toward attending a
college in southern California and
her future, “I feel confident, determined and ambitious,” she said.
English and theater teacher Jim
Shelby, who is retiring after 38

years, presented the Faculty Cup to
students Thomas Li and Kate Williams for embodying the school’s
highest values. Faculty and students described Lee as “brilliant
and always thinking outside the
box” and “particularly kind.” A
student representative on the Palo
Alto Board of Education, he has
worked with the Navajo Nation
and brought them aid during the
pandemic. Williams was described
as compassionate, diligent, focused
and “a natural leader.” She’s a
Youth Community Services board
member who also volunteered for
the nonprofit AbilityPath.
Shelby urged the graduates to
“leave your comfort zone” as they
navigate through life.
“If it doesn’t always feel comfortable, that’s a good thing,” he said.

Retiring art teacher Deanna
Messinger received the school’s
Principal’s Cup for her outstanding teaching career, which one
parent said “gave my son his future.” Students said her door was
always open, and she was focused
on her students’ mental health.
Senior class president Lauryn
Nakamitsu presented the class
gift: $3,000 to repair the digital
sign in front of the school.
As the students moved their
mortar board tassels from right
to left to signify their graduation,
some threw their caps in the air.
But many didn’t, as a precaution
against COVID-19. It was perhaps
a muted graduation, but one the
students said they were proud to
take part in and were grateful for
having happened.

“It’s just really exciting. I’m glad
they arranged it,” Anna Gersh said.
Some students reflected on the
difficult ending of their high school
careers and the lessons they’ll take
with them moving forward.
“This year has been hard. It
taught me to be resilient and to
find fun things to do even though
it was tough,” said Kenneth Meng,
who will attend Purdue University this fall and study mechanical
engineering.
Jonathan Lu agreed.
“I missed a lot of the social gatherings, but I learned to treasure my
connections,” said Lu, who plans
to study electrical engineering at
San Jose State University. Q
Email Staff Writer Sue
Dremann at sdremann@
paweekly.com.

The ceremony also offered a
moment of reflection and celebration for the Class of 2020, which
last year was recognized with a
citywide car parade instead of a
traditional graduation ceremony.
Pooja Akella, last year’s Associated Student Body president, and
Frida Rivera, the 2020 senior
class president, accepted an honorary diploma that included the
names of the 2020 graduating seniors engraved on the frame.
In their joint speech, Akella
and Rivera recognized that they
knew only a little more about life
than this year’s graduating class
does since they too spent their

freshman year in college at home
with their parents. But they did
offer one piece of advice: “Keep
in touch.”
“Don’t view graduation as a
closure,” they said, encouraging
departing seniors to maintain a
connection to the Paly community. “View it as a chapter in an
unfinished book, waiting for you
to write the next chapter.”
The ceremony was also a particularly significant moment for
Paly’s new principal, Brent Kline,
who arrived on the campus last
July.
“The first day of school was
probably the most depressing first

day of school as a principal I’ve
ever had,” he said in his address.
Coming from that “quietest”
first day of school, Kline acknowledged to the Class of 2021
that although this is the end of
their high school career, it’s also
the “beginning of reconnection.”
“We’ve all been separated for
way too long,” Kline said.
Recognizing that “nothing went
as planned” this school year, 2021
senior class president Emma Lin
referenced the song “High Hopes
and Low Expectations” by country singer Zane Williams to describe the past year.
“Except I would add that we’ve

all gotten a lot of extra help in
keeping our hopes high. ... Class
of 2021, I’ll keep my expectations
low and my hopes high for you,”
she said, closing the ceremony. Q
Email Editorial Assistant
Lloyd Lee at llee@paweekly.com.

Across
1 Org. with an Octagon
4 “ ___ bleu!”
9 Peace out
14 What a Cessna can hold
16 Gear part
17 “Follow me”
18 It’s a block ... house (and it’s mighty mighty
... cold)
19 Concern for the production designer of
the show “30 Giant Rock”?
21 Highest-rated
24 “The Book of Mormon” co-creator Parker
25 Says yes to
26 Out ___ limb
27 First name in talks?
28 The Great Gatsby
29 “Plush” rock band, initially
32 Chill-inducing
34 Z, in New Zealand
35 Hanauma Bay site
36 Auto manufacturer’s second-place prize?
40 Ethereal
41 Half of a Nickelodeon duo
42 Gets closer
43 A TD earns six
44 Lincoln, familiarly
45 Mid-2000s Sony handheld console, briefly
47 “That’s impressive!”
48 551, at the Forum
49 Just skip it
50 They do copy (abbr.)
51 What beauty may be in, if you’re
indecisive?
56 Interior design focus
57 Sign starter on some old restaurants, maybe
61 Repair wrongs
62 From Ulaanbaatar, e.g.
63 Like diamonds and gold
64 Actor Charles of “Whose Line ...” and
“Nashville”

“Go No Further” — better off without it. by Matt Jones

This week’s SUDOKU

Answers on page 29.

Answers on page 29.

65 “Without further ___” (or what the theme
answers are missing)
Down
1 Bars on product labels, briefly
2 Progressive character?
3 Zoom need
4 Furry marine mammal
5 Attract
6 Put in the fridge
7 “Toy Story” composer Newman
8 Microsoft browser
9 Like glue
10 Dances by jumping up and down
11 Goof off
12 “Am ___ late?”

13 “___: Love and Thunder” (2022 movie)
15 Lincoln’s loc.
20 They may have forks
21 Shoe reinforcement
22 Kind of musical wonder
23 Potato-peeling tools
28 Rapid transit
29 Brutal
30 Eric’s moniker
31 Prize amounts
33 Wall climber
34 Satori-seeking discipline
35 Matador’s motivator
37 Trip around the world
38 Spike in filmmaking
39 Hardly remote

About the cover: Gunn
High School seniors gather
on the football for the first
and last time this year to
celebrate graduation in
person on Wednesday. Photo
by Adam Pardee. Cover
design by Douglas Young.

www.sudoku.name

44 Bruce Wayne’s butler
45 Having a kick
46 Spill absorber
48 “Lorna ___” (1869 novel)
49 Some used cars
51 Ball-shaped cheese
52 Cryptozoology figure
53 MBA course
54 Browser button
55 ___ points (2021 Eurovision ranking for
United Kingdom)
58 Actress Vardalos
59 Uncouth fellow
60 “Achtung Baby” co-producer Brian
© 2021 Matt Jones
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Juliana Lee Realty
112 Sleeper Avenue, Mountain View
OPEN SAT/SUN 10:30-4:30

4 bedrooms, 2.5 bathrooms, 2,895 sqft living space, 6,764 sqft lot size. Close to Cuesta Park. $3,250,000

777 Walnut St. #208, San Carlos

10745 N. De Anza Blvd #111, Cupertino

3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, 1,558 sqft living space.
Close to downtown. $1,700,000

3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, 1,460 sqft living space.
Next to Apple Campus. $1,300,000

Tax Deferral Saturday 06/05/21 1:00-1:30 PM
To attend the webinar, please RSVP at JulianaLee.com/paw

Giving Back to our Community

JULIANA LEE FOUNDATION
4260 El Camino Real, Palo Alto

Juliana Lee
MBA/LLB
Certiﬁed Residential Specialist

650-857-1000
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Call Juliana Lee and receive more
DRE# 00851314
DRE# 02103053

| julianalee.com

